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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT

The district court had jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338(a). On

March 24, 2008, MathWorks filed a notice of appeal from the district court's

March 10, 2008 final judgment disposing of all parties' claims. This notice of

appeal was therefore timely under 28 U.S.C. § 2107(a) and Fed. R. App. P. 4(a).

This Court has exclusive jurisdiction over this appeal under 28 U.S.C.

§ 1295(a)(1).

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE

Did the district court err as a matter of law in construing the "ranking" terms

of the '338 patent--"ranking the method signatures," "rank[s] the method

signatures," and "the ranking"mto require placing the method signatures in an

ordered manner relative to one another, even though the district court's

construction fails to cover the preferred embodiment of the invention and violates

the principle of claim differentiation by causing dependent claims to have the same

scope as the independent claims in which these terms appear?

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This is an appeal from a stipulated final judgment entered after the district

court's construction of certain "ranking" terms from the '338 patent. The district

court construed the meaning of these terms--"ranking the method signatures,"

"rank[s] the method signatures," and "the ranking"_as follows:



Term Construction

"ranking the method signatures" Placing the method signatures in an
ordered manner relative to one another

"rank[s] the method signatures" Place[s] the method signatures in an
ordered manner related to one another

"the ranking" The list of method signatures placed in
an ordered manner relative to one

another

(A007-018.) After the district court construed these terms, the parties stipulated

that one accused product (COMSOL Script® 1.0b) infringed the '338 patent; that

the remaining accused products (COMSOL Script® 1.1 and 1.2) did not infringe

the '338 patent under the court's claim construction; and that COMSOL would be

enjoined from further making, using, selling, offering to sell, or importing of

COMSOL Script® 1.0, 1.0a, and 1.0b. _ (A003-004.) The parties further agreed

that the stipulation of noninfringement would not preclude further litigation if the

district court's claim construction were to be reversed, vacated or otherwise

modified. (A003.) The remaining counterclaims were dismissed without

prejudice. (A004.) The district court entered final judgment based on the parties'

stipulation on March 10, 2008. (A001-002.) MathWorks filed a timely notice of

appeal on March 24, 2008. (A2562-2564.)

I COMSOL Script versions 1.0 and 1.0a were released and discontinued before the

issuance of the '338 patent. However, because those earlier versions of the

accused product ranked the method signatures in the same manner as COMSOL

Script 1.0b, they were included in the agreed injunction.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS

This patent-infringement case involves MathWorks' '338 patent, which, in

general, claims methods and systems for accessing objects in object-oriented

computing environments (such as Java TM) from array-based computing

environments (such as MathWorks' MATLAB® product). The claim-construction

dispute on which this appeal turns involves several terms that use variations on the

verb "to rank."

A. The Parties and Causes of Action

Formed in 1984, MathWorks is a leading developer and supplier of software

for technical computing. It provides software and services to solve challenging

scientific and engineering problems and accelerate innovation in the automotive,

aerospace, communications, financial services, biotechnology, electronics,

instrumentation, process, and other industries. MathWorks and its software

engineers are regularly recognized as innovators. In 2007, MathWorks'

MATLAB® product was awarded the Mathematics Readers' ChoicemGold

Award. In 2006, MathWorks was named a winner of Modeling & Simulation 2006

Products of the Year by Scientific Computing, and in 2003, MathWorks was the

winner of the EDN Innovation of the Year Award.

MATLAB®, MathWorks' core product, is a computer program that helps

scientists and engineers perform various numeric calculations. In general, the



MATLAB® product allows users to interactively solve complex mathematical

problems. It is the foundation of all of MathWorks' products. MATLAB®

includes numerous innovative features, one of which is disclosed and claimed in

the '338 patent. That feature allows MATLAB® to interface easily with other

external object-oriented programming environments, such as Java TM. (A0026

1:13-55.)

COMSOL is also in the computer-software business. For more than 15

years, COMSOL collaborated with MathWorks to distribute MathWorks' products

and to write additional software designed to work in conjunction with MATLAB®.

Two of these products are the Partial Differential Equation Toolbox and

FEMLAB® (which was later renamed COMSOL Multiphysics®). In September

2005, COMSOL released version 1.0 of the accused COMSOL Script® product.

MathWorks brought suit against COMSOL, alleging that COMSOL Script®

infringes claims 1-4, 11-17, 19-20, 22-26, 30-32, and 34-35 of the '338 patent.

(MathWorks later withdrew its infringement allegations as to claims 23-26, 30-32

and 34-35 in order to streamline ,the issues before the district court.) COMSOL

promptly admitted that COMSOL Script® 1.0b infringed the '338 patent.

(A1123.) It then modified the product slightly and released COMSOL Script® 1.1

and 1.2. (A2530.) MathWorks contends that, when the '338 patent is properly

construed, both COMSOL Script® 1.1 and 1.2 also infringe the '338 patent.
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B. The Invention Of The '338 Patent

The '338 patent addresses the problem of interfacing disparate computing

environments. Over the years, a variety of computing environments have been

developed. Each computing environment has its own particular set of operations

and data types, and so the operations and data types used in one environment may

not work in another environment.

As described in the '338 patent, "[m]ost technical computing environments

provided by conventional mathematical tools are 'array-based' such that data types

are primarily represented as two-dimensional arrays." (A0026 1:42-45.) 2

However, this poses challenges when the technical computing environment must

interface with an "object-oriented environment, such as JavatrMJ. '' (A0026 1:46-

49.) The '338 patent recognizes and bridges these incompatibilities, describing

2 An array is a collection of items. A one-dimensional array is a row of items; for

example, a one-dimensional array of five numbers starting at 1 can be represented

as [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. A two-dimensional array, also known as a matrix, is a table of

items. For example, a 3 x 3 array (where the 3x3 means 3 rows and 3 columns)
can be represented as:

1 2 3

[456]
789

There also can be three-dimensional arrays (essentially a "cube" filled with data),

four-dimensional arrays, and so on. (A2508; see also A00273:16-19.)



and claiming methods and systems that enable users to easily interface between

two disparate computing environments.

Array-based mathematical tools--such as MATLAB_---enable users to

perform complex mathematical operations, as well as to analyze and visualize data.

(A0026 1:13-19.) Object-oriented computing environments, such as JavaTM,

organize computer code into "objects" (collections of data and operations) that

work together to achieve a particular computing task. (A0027 3:33-37.) In object-

oriented terminology, operations are also referred to as "methods." (Id.)

The '338 patent recognizes that being able to access methods in an object-

oriented environment, such as Java TM, from an array-based mathematical tool, such

as MATLAB®, would be beneficial. (A0026 1:63-67.) Indeed, Java TM itself

offers a rich library of code for creating sophisticated graphical user interfaces, as

well as rich sets of input and output libraries and web-integration resources; all of

these features of Java TM would be potential benefits for the user of an array-based

mathematical tool. However, because the two environments differ in how they

represent data, these differences can "make it difficult to translate data from the

array-based computing environment of the array-based mathematical tool to the

object-oriented environment." (A0026 1:53-55.)



The specific technical nuances of array-based mathematical tools and object-

oriented environments are largely unimportant for purposes of this appeal. Two

points, however, are significant:

• Because array-based and object-oriented environments

represent data differently, it is necessary to translate any data

that is passed between the two environments. (A0028 6:24-59.)

• In object-oriented environments, two or more different methods
may share the same name. (A0027 3:44-50.) It is possible to

distinguish between methods bearing the same name, however,

because identically named methods must have a different

number of inputs, or one or more of the methods' inputs must

differ by data type. (A0027 3:44-46.)

To distinguish between two or more methods that share the same name, the

'338 patent teaches the use of"method signatures" or "signatures." (A0027 3:44-

63.) Recognizing that methods with the same name must either differ in the

number of their inputs or in the data types of their inputs, a method's "signature" is

a unique representation of the method's name and the number and type of the

method's inputs. (A0027 3:46-50.) The example Java TM signature given in the

patent is "(IDLjava/lang/String;)V", which corresponds to the array-based method

of "void sampleMethod(int arg 1, double arg2, java.lang. String arg3)"--the Java TM

"[" stands for "int argl" in the array-based method, and the "D" for "double arg2";

the "Ljava/lang/String" in Java TM stands for "java.lang.String arg3" in the array-

based method; and the concluding Java TM "V" indicates the "void" return data type

indicated at the beginning of the array-based method. (A0027 3:59-63.)



As noted above, the invention of the '338 patent allows users to access

methods in an object-oriented computing environment from an array-based

mathematical tool. To do so, the mathematical tool must first identify a method in

the object-oriented environment that is suitable to receive the data that is to be

passed from the mathematical tool. (A0027 4:22-28.) When the user wants to

access a desired method in the object-oriented environment from the mathematical

tool, the mathematical tool looks to those method signatures for methods that have

the same name as the desired method to determine whether any of those methods

are suitable to accept the data that the user wants to pass to the method, lfthere is

at least one suitable method, the mathematical tool invokes one of the suitable

methods. If none of the methods is suitable, an error is returned to the user.

(A0026 2:18-25 & A0027 4:44-45.) This process of evaluating and characterizing

a method's suitability is called "ranking" (A0026 2:18-21); the dispute between the

parties involves the question of how specific this "ranking" must be vis-h-vis all of

the other methods (if any) being ranked.

Once the signatures have been ranked, and a suitable method selected, the

mathematical tool will translate any data that needs to be passed to the selected

method. The selected method is activated to process that data. (A0028 6:24-31.)

When the method is done with its processing, it may return data (results) back to

the mathematical tool. If it is to return data, the mathematical tool translates the



data from a data type of the object-oriented environment to a data type

understandable by the mathematical tool. (A0028 6:24-31.)

The two independent claims MathWorks has asserted are reproduced below.

Claim 1 is directed to a method, while claim 15 is directed to "a computer program

tangibly stored on a computer-readable medium." Both contain variants on the

"ranking" terms at issue in this appeal (bolded and italicized for reference).

1. A method for invoking a method defined with an

object-oriented computing environment comprising:

retrieving a set of method signatures for a method

referenced in a requested method invocation, where

each method signature corresponds to a method

provided by an object within an object-oriented

environment, and further wherein each signature

includes a method name and lists any data types of

input parameters to be received by the

corresponding method;

comparing the data types of input parameters of each

method represented by the signatures to data types
of input parameters passed by the requested method

invocation to determine suitability of each method

to receive input parameters passed by the requested
method invocation;

ranking the method signatures based on the

determined suitability of each method represented

by the signatures to receive the input parameters
passed by the requested method invocation;

selecting one of the method signatures according to the

ranking; and

invoking, in response to the requested method

invocation, the method of the object-oriented

9



computing environment corresponding to the
selected method signature; wherein the request
method invocation is requested by an array-based
computing environment provided by a mathematical
tool.

(A0029 8:56-67-A0030 9:1- 15.)

15. A computer program, tangibly stored on a

computer-readable medium, for invoking a method

defined within an object-oriented environment, the

computer program comprising instructions operable to

cause a programmable processor to:

retrieve a set of method signatures for a method

referenced in a requested method invocation, where

each method signature corresponds to a method

provided by an object within an object-oriented

environment, and further wherein each signature

includes a method name and a data type for each

input parameter received by the corresponding

method;

compare the data types of each input parameter of each

method represented by the signatures to data types

of input parameters passed by the requested method

invocation to determine suitability of each method
to receive the input parameters passed by the
requested method invocation;

rank the method signatures based on the determined

suitability of each method represented by the

signatures to receive the input parameters passed by.
the requested method invocation;

select one of the method signatures according to the
ranking; and

invoke, in response to the requested method

invocation, the method of the object-oriented

computing environment corresponding to the

selected method signature; wherein the request

10



method invocation is requested by an array-based

computing environment provided by a mathematical
tool.

(A0030 10:12-42.) Each of these independent claims has claims depending from

them which elaborate upon the "ranking" step (or, for claim 15, the "rank"

limitation) by requiring the calculation of a "fitness ranking" (claims 2-9, which

depend from claim I; claims 16-19, which depend from claim 15). The initial

dependent claims (2 and 16) introduce a further and particular type of "ranking"

requiring ascertaining part. icular levels of suitability--called a "fitness ranking"--

which is defined in those claims as a ranking "representative of a level of

suitability of the data types of the input parameters represented by the signature to

use the input parameters passed by the requested method invocation." (A0030

9:18-21; id. 10:45-49.)

C. The Agreed Claim Constructions

Before the district court, the parties reached agreement as to the claim terms

that needed construction and the meanings of all of those terms except the

"ranking" terms. The district court adopted the parties' agreed constructions.

These agreed definitions are helpful to understanding the invention of the '338

patent:

Claim Term or Phrase Construction

Array-based computing Computing environment in which the data types

environment are primarily represented as arrays of at least
two dimensions

11



Claim Term or Phrase Construction

Data type(s)

Method

Object

Signature(s)/Method

signature(s)

Object-oriented

environment/Obj ect-oriented

computing environment

Category of data characterized by a set of values

and operations that can be applied to them

Operation or procedure associated with an

object

Modules of computer code that specify the data

types of a data structure, and the methods that

can be applied to the data structure

Representation of the method's name and the

number and types of parameter(s) of the method

A computing environment, such as Java, that

supports code defined as objects

(A0018.)

Do The District Court's Construction Of The "Ranking"
Terms

The parties differed, however, as to the proper construction of the "ranking"

terms. In COMSOL's view, the term "ranking" required the method signatures to

be placed in an ordered manner relative to one another. (A2280.) In other words,

COMSOL's construction required that all of the method signatures, whether

suitable or not, had to be given an ordinal ranking so that a single-best, second-

best, third-best, and so on could be identified from the "ranking."

By contrast, MathWorks' proposed construction of"ranking" was "assigning

to a particular class." Under MathWorks' construction, all that is necessary for

"ranking" of method signatures is a determination of suitability (or not) and an

assignment to a corresponding class. Ordinal ranking, of the sort proposed by

COMSOL, would be included--but not required--by MathWorks' construction;

12



that specific kind of ordinal ranking was described in certain dependent claims as a

"fitness ranking." (A1150-1152.)

The district court adopted COMSOL's narrow view and construed the

"ranking" terms to require that the method signatures be placed in an ordered

manner relative to one another. (A0018.) The court offered four reasons for its

decision.

First, the court concluded that "[t]he ordinary meaning of 'rank' requires an

ordinal relationship between ranked items and allows items to have an equal rank."

(A0010.) The court cited no support for this conclusion, however.

Second, the court concluded that "[t]he steps of claim 1 require a

determination of each method's suitability before execution of the 'rank[s]

[ranking]' step." (ld.) Although noting that claims did not explicitly require the

steps to be performed in a particular order, the court nonetheless determined that

"logic" implicitly required performance of the steps in the order written. (A0011-

oo12.)

Third, the district court rejected the applicability of the doctrine of claim

differentiation, finding that "[t]he requirement of an ordinal relationship amongst

ranked items is different than 'calculating a fitness ranking ... representative of a

level of suitability of each of the data types of the input parameters passed by the

13



requested method invocation." (A0012-0013.) The court did not further explain

how these two were "different," however.

Fourth, the court cited two passages from the prosecution history of the '338

patent which, in its view, demonstrated that "during prosecution, the applicant used

the term 'rank[s] [ranking] to require an ordinal relationship between the ranked

terms." (A0014.)

Since MathWorks could not prevail under this narrow construction, it

stipulated to a final judgment of noninfringment. (A0003-0004.) See, e.g., PSN

IlL, LLC v. Ivoclar Vivadent, Inc., 525 F.3d 1159, 1164 & n.2 (Fed. Cir. 2008).

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

The district court erroneously substituted its own judgment as to the

"ordinary meaning" of the "ranking" terms contained in the '338 patent, instead of

giving those terms their proper meaning in light of the intrinsic record, viewed

through the eyes of one of ordinary skill in the art. Had the district court viewed

the claims in this way, it would have arrived at the proper construction of the

"ranking" terms, as meaning categorizing a method from an object-oriented

computing environment based on its determined suitability.

In the context of the '338 patent, "ranking" is used much more like the

"rankings" given in academic settings, not (as the district court thought) the narrow

and specific kind of ordinal rankings, e.g., of sports teams in "top 25 rankings." A

14



teacher might rank students by giving a numerical ranking (100, 90, 80, etc.) to

each one, by giving a letter-grade ranking (A, B, C, D, F), or by simply assigning

the student to one of two categories, as in the case of assigning pass/fail grades (P,

F). In this context, a single student may be ranked, and multiple students may have

the same ranking. Viewed through the eyes of one of skill in the art, the ordinary

meaning of"ranking" used in the '338 patent is "to assign to a particular class."

The specification's teachings confirm this ordinary understanding of

"ranking." When a user of an array-based mathematical tool attempts to invoke a

method in an object-oriented environment, the tool retrieves a list of method

signatures. That list may represent zero, one, or multiple methods that have the

same name as the desired method. According to the invention, the mathematical

tool will compare the data types of the possible methods with the input parameters

of the mathematical tool. Based on the results of that comparison, the

mathematical tool will categorize, or assign, the methods to a class based upon

suitability. This is "ranking."

In some embodiments, the mathematical tool will calculate a narrower and

more specific type of ranking, referred to in certain dependent claims as a "fitness

ranking." Fitness ranking is a species of"ranking" referring to the assignment to a

class that corresponds to aparticular level of suitability. There is nothing,

however, in the specification or file history that limits the broader term, "ranking"

15



to that specific assignment technique. Yet that is precisely what the district court's

claim construction did.

The district court's construction is wrong for several reasons.

First, the district court determined the "ordinary" meaning of "rank" based

on nothing other than its own understanding of the meaning of that term, and it

provided no support other than its own assertion for that "ordinary" understanding.

Second, the district court's claim construction violates the doctrine of claim

differentiation. By construing the "ranking" terms to require that the method

signatures be ordered relative to one another, the district court vitiated the

distinction between "ranking" and "fitness ranking." "Ranking" requires only a

categorization based upon suitability vel non, while "fitness ranking" requires

categorizations of specific levels of suitability, which is the same as what the

district court required out of the broader term "ranking"--putting the method

signatures in order relative to one another.

Third, the district court's claim construction is erroneous because it excludes

the preferred embodiment of the '338 patent--a kind of construction that this

Court has said is "rarely, if ever, correct." The district court's construction

excludes the preferred embodiment because, inter alia, it does not allow for the

case when zero or one method signatures are retrieved, or when multiple method

signatures have the same rank.
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Fourth, the district court wrongly determined that the step of "comparing the

data types ... to determine suitability of each method" precluded a construction

where the "ranking" step assigned methods to a suitable or unsuitable class. The

district court failed to appreciate the difference between the former step, which

involves the system making a mere determination of suitability, and the latter step

of assigning the method signatures to a rank "based on the determined suitability."

Finally, the district court's selective reliance upon two sentences out of the

prosecution history was improper: Not only were those sentences perfectly

consistent with the broader interpretation of"ranking," but the district court's

approach neglected the intrinsic record as a whole. That complete record confirms

that, in the context of the '338 patent, "ranking" means simply sorting the methods

based on suitability or the absence thereof; "ranking" means "to assign to a

particular class."

STANDARD OF REVIEW

Claim construction presents a question of law that is reviewed de novo.

Cybor Corp. v. FAS Techs., Inc., 138 F.3d 1448, 1456 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (en bane). 3

This standard requires this Court to consider the evidence and arguments presented

3 Claim construction here was performed as a matter of law, entirely on the

intrinsic record, and so it would be inappropriate to apply any other standard of

review, even if Cybor were overruled. See Amgen Inc. v. Hoechst Marion Roussel,

Inc., 469 F.3d 1039, 1040 (Fed. Cir. 2006), cert. denied, 127 S. Ct. 2270 (2007).
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anew, without deference to the district court's claim construction. See, e.g.,

Computer Docking Station Corp. v. Dell, Inc., 519 F.3d 1366, 1373 (Fed. Cir.

2008).

ARGUMENT

A claim construction that "unduly limits the scope of the claims" should be

reversed. Symantec Corp. v. Computer Assocs. Int'l, Inc., 522 F.3d 1279, 1290

(Fed. Cir. 2008). Here, the district court construed the "ranking" terms in

accordance with its own general understanding of the "ordinary meaning" of the

words rather than giving "the meaning that the term would have to a person of

ordinary skill in the art in question," as informed by the other claims and the

specification. Phillips v. A WH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303, 1313, 1315 (Fed. Cir. 2005).

Because the district court failed to construe the terms from the proper frame of

reference, it unduly limited the meaning of the terms and, as a result, the scope of

the patent. The court's error in this regard is confirmed by the twin facts that its

construction both violates the doctrine of claim differentiation and excludes the

preferred embodiment.

I. THE PROPER CONSTRUCTION OF THE "RANKING" TERMS IS

"TO ASSIGN TO A PARTICULAR CLASS"

The "ranking" terms require nothing more than categorizing a method. That

can be as simple as categorizing the method as suitable (consider that "rank 1") or

not ("rank 2"). There is no further requirement, as COMSOL urged and the district
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court held, that the methods be individually and ordinally ranked vis-_t-vis other

methods.

A. "Ranking" Involves Determining a Method's Suitability to
Receive Data Types And Assigning it To A Particular Class

"[C]laims must be read in view of the specification, of which they are a

part." Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1315 (internal quotation marks omitted). As used in

the '338 patent, the "ranking" terms refer to an evaluation of whether a given

object-oriented method can receive the data types passed by an array-based

mathematical tool. In other words, it is about classifying the methods based upon

their suitability to accept the particular data types passed by the mathematical tool.

If the method is capable of receiving the passed data types, the method is assigned

to a class that indicates its suitability to receive the data. If not, the method is

assigned to an unsuitable or rejected class.

The specification teaches that the mathematical tool ranks the method

signatures by comparing the data types of the method with the data types passed by

the mathematical tool:

[T]he method signatures are ranked by comparing the data types of
the signatures with the data types of the input parameters received

from the technical computing environment of the mathematical tool.

Based on the ranking, one of the method signatures is selected and

the corresponding method within the object-oriented environment is

invoked unless no suitable method is found, in which case an error
condition is raised.
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(A0026 2:18-25.) "Ranking" thus takes an evaluation of the suitability of a

method to accept the data types passedby the mathematical tool, and characterizes

(or categorizes) the method by assigning it to a particular class representing its

suitability. That categorization need be no more specific than "suitable" or "not

suitable," and multiple methods may occupy the same ranking.

The district court, however, concluded that the "ordinary meaning of 'rank'

requires an ordinal relationship between ranked items and allows items to have

equal rank," based upon what the court viewed as the term's "ordinary meaning."

(A0010.) The court failed to recognize, however, that the '338 patent imparts a

different, "ordinary" meaning to the "ranking" terms: it simply means assigning a

method to a particular class based on a determination of its suitability. The claim

language itself confirms this by elaborating that the "ranking" step requires

"ranking the method signatures based on the determined suitability of each method

represented by the signature.'" (A0029 8:4-5 (claim 1); see also A0030 10:30-

3 l(claim 15; same as quoted language except "rank" is used instead of "ranking").)

In this patent, the use of the term "ranking" is not limited to ordinal rankings

such as the Associated Press's top 25 college basketball teams, but includes the

sorts of"ranking" that occur when grading academic work. One teacher may

grade students by giving a numerical ranking (100, 90, 80, etc.), another by letter

ranking (A, B, C, D, F), and yet another may rank on a pass/fail basis (P, F). In
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each case, students receive a "ranking" (an assignment to a particular grade

grouping), but they may not be ordered relative to one another because more than

one student may have the same grade. Additionally, ifa single student takes a

course, such as an independent-study course, that student is still ranked and

assigned to a particular grade group, even though there are no other students to

compare against. There is nothing in the '338 patent or its prosecution history that

requires "ranking" to involve two or more methods--a single method can be

ranked, just as a single student taking a course is ranked.

B. The Specification Provides Ample Support For This

Ordinary Understanding of the Term "Ranking"

The specification's teachings confirm this ordinary understanding of

"ranking."

When a user of the array-based mathematical tool attempts to invoke a

method in the object-oriented environment, the tool retrieves a list of method

signatures corresponding to the requested method. The patent describes this

retrieved list as containing "method signatures having names similar to the

requested method and having a matching class name." (A0027 4:58-60.)

This list of retrieved signatures may represent zero, one, or multiple methods

that have the same name as the desired method. Each method signature retrieved

will be unique because, as described in the prosecution history, "each method

having the same name must have a different number of inputs, or one or more
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inputs must differ by data type." (A0385.) "Ranking" the method signatures may

occur in a number of different ways, depending in part upon the number of method

signatures retrieved.

First, if there are no methods with the right name, the "ranking" process will

determine that there are no suitable methods, and an error condition will be raised.

(A0026 2:18-25 & A0027 4:44-45.) In that event, there would be no reason to

ordinally "rank" all of the unsuitable methods just to determine which one was

closest to being usable.

Second, in the most common case, where there is only one candidate method

with the right name, the array-based mathematical tool will determine whether that

method's input parameters are suitable to receive the data the user wants to pass to

that method. If the method has the right number of input parameters (i.e., the

method has the same number of input parameters as the number of parameters

passed by the user) and the data types of those input parameters can accept the data

passed by the user, the mathematical tool ranks the method as suitable; if not, the

method is ranked as unsuitable.

Third, when two or more candidate methods have the same name and the

same number of inputs, the data types of the methods are evaluated to determine

whether any of the methods can accept the data types passed by the mathematical

tool. If there are two or more methods that can accept the passed data types, then
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there is more than one "suitable" method and the mathematical tool must select one

from the list of suitable methods. (A0028 6:18-21 .) While in the preferred

embodiment, the method with the highest ranking is selected, the '338 patent does

not place any limitations on how that selection may be made, other than requiring

"selecting one of the method signatures according to the ranking." (E.g., A0030

9:8-9 (claim 1).) Indeed, the mathematical tool might select one of the suitable

methods alphabetically by the name of the first data type, by the closest fit for the

passed data types, at random, etc.

To be sure, some embodiments of the '338 patent require the calculation of a

"fitness ranking" (e.g., dependent claim 2 (A0030 9:17)), which in turn can be

calculated with different specific techniques, taking into account features of the

input parameters and object-oriented data types, such as class and number of

dimensions (e.g., dependent claim 3's "generating a preference value" and

dependent claim 4's "calculating a difference in a number of dimensions between

the signature data type and the input parameter received from the computing

environment"). (A0030 9:23-26 & 27-31.) As claim 2 explains, calculating a

"fitness ranking" involves representing a "level of suitability of the data types" so

that the method signatures can be ranked with respect to each other. 4 This "fitness

4 The parties agreed that the term "fitness ranking" did not need to be construed in

light of the definition of the term found in claim 2. (A0013.)
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ranking" is the ordinal ranking that the court required from the broader term

"ranking," because it allows the selection of"the signature having the highest

ranking, unless all of the signatures have been rejected as being unsuitable."

(A0028 6: ! 9-21 .)

In sum: The bare term "ranking," without the further modifier of "fitness,"

means, in the context of this patent, an assignment to a class based on suitability.

A "fitness ranking," by contrast, is a species of"ranking," referring to an

assignment to a class that corresponds to a particular level of suitability. There is

nothing in the specification or file history that limits the term "ranking" to a

specific assignment technique, particularly a technique in which methods are

placed in an order relative to one another.

ll. THE DISTRICT COURT'S STATED REASONS FOR ITS

CONSTRUCTION WERE ERRONEOUS AND VIOLATE BASIC

TENETS OF CLAIM CONSTRUCTION

Despite the clear intrinsic evidence demonstrating that "ranking" means

nothing more than categorizing based on suitability, the district court construed the

"ranking" terms in a far more limited manner, requiring that the method signatures

be ordered relative to one another. (A0018.) Two fundamental tenets of claim

construction---claim differentiation, and the rule that constructions excluding the

preferred embodiment are "rarely, if ever, correct"---confirm that each of the

district court's four stated reasons were erroneous.
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A. The "Ordinary Meaning" Of "Ranking" is Not Limited to

Ordinal Rankings Like "Top 25 Teams" Rankings

The district court's conclusion that "[t]he ordinary meaning of 'rank'

requires an ordinal relationship between ranked items" (A0010) was a conclusory

statement unsupported by any analysis; as noted above, term "rank" may include

such ordinal relationships (e.g., the "ranking" of the Associated Press's top 25 .

college basketball teams), but its ordinary meaning is much broader, and includes

simply assigning the methods to categories such as "suitable" and "not suitable."

B. The District Court Misapplied The Doctrine Of Claim
Differentiation

The district court rejected application of the doctrine of claim differentiation

on the basis that the "fitness rankings" required by dependent claims 2 and 16 were

"different than" requiring "an ordinal relationship amongst ranked items."

(A0013.) This was an unelaborated conclusion on the district court's part, and it is

difficult to see how the court could have reached that conclusion.

The doctrine of claim differentiation "is based on 'the common sense notion

that different words or phrases used in separate claims are presumed to indicate

that the claims have different meanings and scope.'" Andersen Corp. v. Fiber

Composites, LLC, 474 F.3d 1361, 1369 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (quoting Karlin Tech., Inc.

v. Surgical Dynamics, Inc., 177 F.3d 968, 971-72 (Fed. Cir. 1999)). This

presumption is strongest when "the limitation that is sought to be 'read into' an
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independent claim already appears in a dependent claim." Liebel-Flarsheim Co. v.

Medrad, Inc., 358 F.3d 898, 910 (Fed. Cir. 2004). This is exactly the situation

presented here.

Contrary to its unelaborated conclusion, the district court's construction

indeed violates the doctrine of claim differentiation because it construes the term

found in the independent claims, "ranking," as having the same scope as the

narrower term found in the dependent claims, "fitness ranking." In fact,

COMSOL's lawyers agreed that, under their interpretation, "ranking" and "fitness

ranking" mean the same thing. (A2559.)

The parties agreed that the term "fitness ranking" did not need to be

separately construed because the meaning is explicitly set out in, for example,

claim 2: "'the fitness ranking representative of a level of suitability of the data

types of the input parameters of the method represented by the signature to use the

input parameters passed by the requested method invocation." Under the court's

construction, the "ranking" step requires putting the method signatures in order

relative to one another, which is the same thing as determining a "level of

suitability" for each signature. This vitiates the distinction between "ranking,"

which requires only a categorization of suitability vel non, and "fitness ranking,"

which requires categorizations of a specific "level of suitability" for each

signature.
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The facts in this case are similar to those recently considered by this court in

Saunders Group, Inc. v. Comfortrac, Inc., 492 F.3d 1326, 1331 (Fed. Cir. 2007).

There, the patent claimed cervical traction devices involving a pneumatic cylinder.

Even though claim 1 of the patent made no mention of pressure-activated seals, the

district court limited the scope of the "pneumatic cylinder" claimed in claim 1 to

"pneumatic cylinders containing at least one pressure activated seal." Id. at 1330.

On appeal, the patentee argued that the district court erred in limiting the scope of

claim 1, because dependent claim 6 specifically claimed the apparatus of claim 1,

but added the additional limitation that the cylinder had a pressure-activated seal.

Citing the doctrine of claim differentiation, this Court reversed the district court's

restrictive construction of claim 1, noting that if the district court's construction

were applied, "claim 6 would add nothing to claim I and the two would cover

identical subject matter." ld. at 1331. Just as in Saunders, the district court's

restrictive construction of"ranking" in claim 1 leaves nothing to distinguish it

from the "fitness ranking" in, for example, claim 2.

C. The District Court's "Order Of Method Steps" Reasoning
Failed To Appreciate The Differences Between Two Method

Steps And Would Read Out The Preferred Embodiment

The court viewed the step of "comparing the data types of input parameters

of each method represented by the signatures to data types of input parameters

passed by the requested method invocation to determine suitability of each method
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to receive input parameters passed by the requested method invocation" (A0029

8:65-A0030 9:3 (claim 1)) as required to be performed "before execution of the

'rank[s] [ranking]' step." (A0010.) From this observation, the court concluded

that the "ranking" step could not be "so broad [as] to cover assignment of method

signatures to a 'suitable' or 'unsuitable' class because the claimed method has

already determined suitability." (A0012.)

Although the district court recognized the general rule that method claims

ordinarily do not require a specific order of steps (A0010, citing Altiris, Inc. v.

Symantec Corp., 318 F.3d 1363, 1369 (Fed. Cir. 2003)), the district court's error

was in failing to appreciate the difference between the two steps: The "comparing"

step is performed for the stated purpose "to determine suitability" (A0030 9:1 ); the

"ranking" step relies on that determined suitability and requires assigning method

signatures to a rank "based on the determined suitability." (A0030 9:4-7.) Indeed,

the '338 patent recognizes this close relationship between "comparing" and

"ranking" thusly: "After the list [of corresponding method signatures] is retrieved,

the method signatures are ranked by comparing the data types of the signatures

with the data types of the input parameters received from the technical computing

environment of the mathematical tool." (A0026 2:18-21.)

In other words, in the "comparing" step, the data types are compared "to

determine suitability." The "ranking" step then goes further, by taking those
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determinations of suitability and using them to assign a "rank" to the method or

methods ("ranking... based on the determined suitability"). (A0029 8:65-A0030

9:3.) The "determined suitability" is thus the basis for the "ranking" step, but _t

does not follow, as the district court thought, that MathWorks' construction would

render the "rank!ng" step "superfluous." (A0012.)

What is more, the district court's analysis would exclude the preferred

embodiment of the patent. Such a construction is "rarely, if ever, correct." Gentry

Gallery, Inc. v. Berkline Corp., 134 F.3d 1473, 1477 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (internal

quotation marks omitted); see also Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic, Inc., 90 F.3d

1576, 1583 (Fed. Cir. 1996). Post-Phillips, this Court has reaffirmed this principle:

We have previously held that "[a] claim construction that excludes a

preferred embodiment ... 'is rarely, if ever, correct.'" [The accused

infringer's] tortured arguments based on the specification and

prosecution history do nothing to undermine the plain language of the

claims and the fact that the preferred embodiment has electrical power

connections on the moving platform.

CytoLogix Corp. v. Ventana Med. Sys., Inc., 424 F.3d 1168, 1175 (Fed. Cir. 2005)

(quoting SanDisk Corp. v. Memorex Prods., lnc., 415 F.3d 1278, 1285 (Fed. Cir.

2005), in turn quoting Vitronics, 90 F.3d at 1583); see also Primos, Inc. v.

Hunter's Specialties, Inc., 451 F.3d 841,848 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (rejecting

construction that would exclude a preferred embodiment).

The district court's construction of the "ranking" terms, which requires

method signatures to be placed in an order relative to one another, reflects two
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erroneous assumptions: (1) that multiple method signatures are necessarily

retrieved from the object-oriented environment; and (2) that those multiple

signatures are each given a different rank. These assumptions are wrong and cause

the court's construction to exclude the preferred embodiment.

First, the court's construction, which requires that method signatures be

"placed in an ordered manner relative to one another" implicitly requires two or

more method signatures to be retrieved from the object-oriented environment (one

signature could not be ordered "relative to one another"). In the preferred

embodiment of the invention, however, the "set" of method signatures retrieved

may contain zero, one, or multiple method signatures. (A0026 2:13-15; see also

A2490-2491 (inventor Foti; testifying that "anyone of normal skill in the art would

know that lists in the computer science, generally speaking, can be of zero or

greater length").) A proper construction of the "ranking" terms should account for

these situations, including where only one method signature is part of the "set."

Second, the court's construction is inconsistent with the reasoning

underlying its opinion. The district court said that the "ordinary meaning of 'rank'

requires an ordinal relationship between ranked items and allows items to have

equal rank" (A0010), but it did not explain how this "ordinary meaning" allowed

signatures to both have an ordinal relationship and have equal rankings. To the

contrary, "an ordinal relationship" inherently requires that each method signature
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(where multiple signatures are part of the "set") will have a different ranking, thus

allowing them to be ordered "relative to one another."

In the context of the '338 patent, however, the mathematical tool may, and

frequently does, calculate the same value for two different method signatures.

(A0023 Fig. 3.) A simple example illustrates the point. Assume the user of the

mathematical tool wants to call a method named "Method 1" from Java TM. The

user wants to pass two input parameters from the mathematical tool to that Java TM

method, both of the input parameters having the array-based data type "double."

In this example, further assume there are two methods in Java TM with the same

method name "Method 1" and the following method signatures:

Method I (long, int)

Method 1 (int, long)

While both method signatures in this example have the same number of

input parameters (each method has two), the method signatures are nonetheless

unique because the individual arguments differ by data type. In the first method,

the first argument is of data type "long" and second argument is of data type "int."

In the second method, the arguments are reversed.

In the preferred embodiment of the invention, a value is calculated for each

method signature using the data in Figure 3 of the patent. To calculate this value,

the columns in the table are assigned numbers. For example, the "Best Fit"

column might be assigned the value 1; the second column, 2; the third column, 3;
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and so on, until the "Worst Fit" column is assigned the value 7, as shown in

modified Figure 3 below.

Mathematical, Java Data Type
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(A0023 Fig. 3, numbers 1-7 in top row, and red and yellow highlighting, added.)

Using Figure 3 to calculate the values, one would first look for the data type

of the first parameter being passed from the mathematical tool (in this case,

"double") in the first column. This row for the mathematical tool data type

"double" has been highlighted in the figure above. Then, to determine the values

for the two arguments in the Java TM method signature, follow the highlighted row

to find the Java TM data type and take the value for that column. Applying the facts

from the hypothetical situation, matching the mathematical tool's first parameter

("double") to Javaa'M's data type ("long") results in a 3; matching the mathematical
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tool's second parameter (also "double") to JavaTU's data type ("int") result in a 4.

Summing the two values (3 + 4) results in a value of 7. Even though the order of

the data types in the second method is different, the second method would also be

assigned the same value (4 + 3 = 7). Thus, each method would have exactly the

same fitness ranking value and, under the court's construction, it would not be

possible to place the two methods "in an ordered manner relative to one another."

Moreover, this example illustrates why the court's assertion that the "ordinary

meaning of 'rank'... allows items to have equal rank" (A00 I0) cannot be

reconciled with its "ordinal" construction of the "ranking" terms.

The district court apparently recognized that this variation must be embraced

by a proper construction of"ranking," yet inconsistently excluded this variation by

its construction.

D. The District Court's Invocation Of Portions Of The

Prosecution History Was Untenable

Finally, the district court relied on two statements out of the prosecution

history to support the proposition that "during prosecution, the applicant used the

term 'rank[s] [ranking]' to require an ordinal relationship between the ranked

terms." (A0014.) Neither of these statements supports the district court's

conclusion.

The first of these statements talks about "ranking the method signatures in

order of suitability." While the file history uses the word "order," it does not
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discuss ordering method signatures relative to one another. "Order," particularly

in its technical and mathematical sense, is a broad term that includes placing items

in a particular class or group, and does not require that items need to be ordered

"relative to one another." The second statement, "[t]he methods are ranked based

on which methods can best accept the input parameters of the data from the calling

array-based computing environment" (A0014, quoting A0364), is even less

compelling support for the district court's ruling; indeed, by referring to the

"methods" (plural) that can "best accept the input parameters," this statement is

completely consistent with the notion that the "ranking" may be simply the step of

collecting the "best" "methods" in rank 1, and the ones that do not pass muster in

rank 2.

In any event, when used as a tool of claim construction, statements in the

prosecution history are not to be "read in isolation," but considered "as a whole."

Elbex Video, Ltd. v. Sensormatic Elecs. Corp., 508 F.3d 1366, 1372 (Fed. Cir.

2007); see also, e.g., Bayer A G v. Elan Pharm. Research Corp., 212 F.3d 1241,

1252 (Fed. Cir. 2000) ("In determining whether there has been a clear and

unmistakable surrender of subject matter, the prosecution history must be

examined as a whole."). The entirety of the intrinsic record, including the

prosecution history "as a whole," confirms that in the context of the '338 patent,
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"ranking" means simply sorting the methods based on suitability or the absence

thereof:

• "Based on the ranking, one of the method signatures is selected ...
unless no suitable method is found, in which case an error condition is

raised. (A0026 2:18-25.)

• "[T]he command interpreter ranks the method signatures based on

suitability of data types of input parameters ..." (A0031 11:33-34.)

• "[R]anking determines suitability of data types of input parameters of

each method represented by the signatures to receive data types of

input parameters passed by the requested method invocation."
(A0416.)

• "The method signatures are ranked based on which corresponding

methods are better suited to accept the input parameters of the data

from the calling array-based computing environment." (A0385-
A0386.)

In short, nothing in the prosecution history "require[s] an ordinal

relationship between the ranked terms," as the district court found.
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CONCLUSION

For thesereasons,thisCourt shouldreversethefinaljudgment of

noninfringement, vacate the district court's claim-construction decision, and order

further proceedings on infringement aRer adopting MathWorks' proposed claim

construction for the terms "ranking the method signatures," "rank[s] the method

signatures," and "the ranking."
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ADDENDUM



- I_onnll_lg_82 FBikC[XIBf_ F:l_lg0ello6122

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

TYLER DIVISION

The MathWorks. Inc.. )
)

Plaintiff. )
)

v. )
)

COMSOL AB and COMSOL. inc., )

Defendants. )
)

CASE NO. 6:06-cv-334 LED

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

FINAL JUDGMENT

THIS MATTER having come before the Court, and the plaintiffThe MathWorks, Inc.

("MathWorks'`), and the defendants COMSOL AB and COMSOL, Inc. (collectively,

•'COMSOL") having entered into a Stipulation regarding the claims and counterclaims in this

action, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED AS FOLLOWS:

!. This Court has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this action.

2. MathWorks is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in

Natick, Massachusetts.

3. COMSOL AB is a Swedish corporation with its principal place of business in

Stockholm, Sweden.

4. COMSOL, Inc. is a Massachusetts corporation with its principal place of business

in Burlington, Massachusetts.

5. COMSOL has stipulated that COMSOL Script 1.0b infringes claims I - 4, I I - 17,

19 - 20, and 22 of United States Patent No. 7,05 !,338 ("the '338 patent"). Although COMSOL

has not stipulated to infringement ot'COMSOL Script 1.0 and 1.0a, COMSOL consents to an

injunction as to COMSOL Script i.0 and i.Oa as well.
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6. Based on the Court's construction of"ranking the method signatures," "rank[sJ

the method signatures," and "the ranking," memorialized in its February 13, 2008 Memorandum

Opinion, MathWorks has stipulated that COMSOL Script 1. I and 1.2 do not infringe the cla!ms

asserted, which are I, 12-15, and 22 of the '335 patent. MathWorks' stipulation will not bind

MathWorks if the claim construction ruling is reversed, vacated or otherwise modified.

7. This Court hereby enjoins COMSOL and its officers, agents, servants, employees,

attorneys, and other persons who are in active concert or participation with them, in the United

States and its territories and possessions, for the life ofclaims 1 - 4, I I - 17, 19 - 20, and 22 of

the '338 patent, ti'om manufacturing, using, selling, offering for sale, promoting, distributing,

displaying in any medium or otherwise disposing of in any manner in the United States, and

from importing or causing importation into the United States, COMSOL Script 1.0, l.Oa, and

1.0b.

8. This Court hereby dismisses COMSOL Counterclaim Count ! for Declaratory

Judgment of Non-lnfringement with prejudice as to COMSOL Script 1.0, ! .Oa, and 1.0b, and

without prejudice as to COMSOL Script 1.1 and 1.2.

9. This Court hereby dismisses COMSOL Counterclaim Count 1I for Declaratory

Judgment of Invalidity without prejudice.

10. The parties shall bear their own attorneys' fees and costs.

So ORDERED and SIGNED this 1Oth day of March, 2008.

LEONARD DAVIS

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
TYLER DIVISION

The MathWorks, Inc., )
)

Plaintiff, )
)

V. )
}

COMSOL AB and COMSOL, Inc., )
)

Defendants. )
)

CASE NO. 6:06-cv-334 LED

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

STIPULATION

PlaintiffThe MathWorks, Inc. ("MathWorks") and Defendants COMSOL AB and

COMSOL, Inc. ("COMSOL") (collectively the "Parties") hereby stipulate and agree as follows:

1. COMSOL hereby stipulates that COMSOL Script 1.0b infringes claims 1 - 4, 11 -

17. 19 - 20, and 22 of United States Patent No. 7,051,338 ("the '338 patent").

2. Based on the Court's construction of"ranking the method signatures," "rank[sJ

the method signatures," and "the ranking," memorialized in its February 13, 2008 Memorandum

Opinion, MathWorks hereby stipulates lihat COMSOL Script I. l and 1.2 do not infringe the

claims asserted, which are I, 12-15, and 22 of the "338 patent. MathWorks intends to appeal the

claim construction ruling, and the stipulation in this paragraph is not intended to bind

MathWorks if the ruling is reversed, vacated or otherwise modified.

3. COMSOL consents to an injunction whereby COMSOL and its officers, agents,

servants, employees, attorneys, and other persons who are in active concert or participation with

them are enjoined in the United States and its territories and possessions, for the life of claims I -

4. I 1 - 17, 19- 20, and 22 of the '338 patent, from manufacturing, using, selling, offering for

sale, promoting, distributing, displaying in any medium or otherwise disposing of in any manner
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in the United States, and from importing or causing importation into the United States,

COMSOL Script t.0b (due to paragraph I above) and, although not stipulating to infringement

oFCOMSOL Script !.0 and 1.0a, consents to this injunction as to COMSOL Script 1.0 and 1.0a.

4. COMSOL agrees that its Counterclaim Count [ for Declaratory Judgment of Non-

[n6-ingement shall be dismissed with prejudice as to COMSOL Script !.0, 1.0a, and ! .0b, and

shall be dismissed without prejudice as to COMSOL Script I.I and 1.2.

5. COMSOL agrees that its Counterclaim Count 11for Declaratory Judgment of

invalidity shall be dismissed without prejudice.

6. Each ps,ly agrees to bear its own attorneys" tbes and costs.

7. A [Proposed] Final Judgment reflecting this Stipulation is attached as Exhibit A.
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Dated:March7,2008
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Atlomey-in-Charge
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Telephone: (214) 698-3360
Facsimile: (214) 571-2907

Carl Roth (17312000)
Brendan C. Roth 124040132)

Email: hrC_rothfirm.com

Amanda A. Abraham (24055077)

Email: aa@rothfirm.com
LAW OFFICES OF CARL ROTH

I i 5 N. Wellington
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Telephone: (903) 935-1665

Facsimile: (903) 935-1797

Attorneys for Plaintiff
THE MATHWORKS, INC.

/_/ Thom_ H. IFatkins (b}' permission)
Thomas H. Watkins

State Bar No. 20928000
Scott R. Kidd

State Bar No. 11385500
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Elizabeth L. DeRieux
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CEI_TIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned hereby certifies that all counsel of record who are deemed to have

consented to electronic service are being served with a copy of this document via the Court's

CM/ECF system per Local Rule CV-5(a)(3). Any other counsel of record will be served by

facsimile transmission and/or first class mail this 7th day of March, 2008.

Is� Krista S. Schwartz
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
TYLER DIVISION

THE MATHWORKS, INC. §

§
Plaintiff §

§
V$, §

§
COMSOL AB and COMSOL, INC. §

§
Defendants §

CASE NO. 6:06CV334

PATENT CASE

MEMORANDUM OPINION

This Memorandum Opinion construes the terms in United States Patent No. 7,051,338 (the

"'338 Patent").

BACKGROUND

The '338 Patent issued on May 23, 2006 and claims a method and apparatus that facilitate

invoking object methods defined within an object-oriented environment from an array-based

technical computing environment, the type of environment often used in conventional mathematical

tools. The invention first retrieves a set of method signatures from object methods, where each

method signature includes the method's name and lists the data types of the method's input

parameters. The invention then compares the data types of each method's input parameters to the

data types of the input parameters the array-based environment will pass to the method. The

invention executes this comparison to determine the suitability of each method to receive the input

parameters from the array-based environment. Based upon the determined suitability of each

method, the invention ranks the method signatures and selects one method signature according to

the ranking. Finally, the invention invokes the method that corresponds to the selected method

signature.
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The MathWorks, Inc. ("MathWorks") alleges Comsol AB and Comsol, Inc. (collectively,

"Comsol") infringe various claims of the '338 Patent. At the Markman hearing, counsel for Comsoi

agreed to MathWorks's construction for the remaining disputed terms except for"rank[s] [ranking]

the method signatures" and "the ranking."

APPLICABLE LAW

"It is a 'bedrock principle' of patent law that 'the claims of a patent define the invention to

which the patentee is entitled the right to exclude.'" Phillips v. A WH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303, 1312

(Fed. Cir. 2005) (en bane) (quoting Innova/Pure Water Inc. v. Safari Water Filtration Sys., Inc., 381

F.3d I 111, ! 115 (Fed. Cir. 2004)). In claim construction, courts examine the patent's intrinsic

evidence to define the patented invention's scope. See id.; C.R. Bard, Inc. v. U.S. Surgical Corp.,

388 F.3d 858, 861 (Fed. Cir. 2004); Bell Atl. Network Seres., Inc. v. Covad Commc 'ns Group. Inc.,

262 F.3d 1258, 1267 (Fed. Cir. 2001). This intrinsic evidence includes the claims themselves, the

specification, and the prosecution history. See Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1314; C.R. Bard, Inc., 388 F.3d

at 861. Courts give claim terms their ordinary and accustomed meaning as understood by one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention in the context of the entire patent. Phillips, 415

F.3d at 1312-13; dlloc, Inc. v. lnt '1Trade Comm 'n, 342 F.3d t 36 [, i 368 (Fed. Cir. 2003).

The claims themselves provide substantial guidance in determining the meaning of particular

claim terms. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1314. First, a tcrm's context in the asserted claim can bc very

instructive. Id. Other asserted or unasserted claims can also aid in determining the claim's meaning

because claim terms are typically used consistently throughout the patent. Id. Differences among

the claim terms can also assist in understanding a terrn's meaning. Id. For example, when a

dependent claim adds a limitation to an independent claim, it is presumed that the independent claim

does not include the limitation, ld. at 1314-15.
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"[C]laims "mustbe read in view of the specification, of which they are a part.'"/d. (quoting

Markman v. Westview Instruments, lnc, 52 F.3d 967, 979 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (en bane)). "[T]h¢

specification 'is always highly relevant to the claim construction analysis. Usually, it is dispositive;

it is the single best guide to the meaning of a disputed term.'" ld. (quoting Vitronics Corp. v.

Conceptroni¢, Inc., 90 F.3d 1576, 1582 (Fed. Cir. 1996)); Telefle.r, Inc. v. Ficosa N. Am. Corp., 299

F.3d 1313, 1325 (Fed. Cir. 2002). This is true because a patentee may define his own terms, give

a claim term a different meaning than the term would otherwise possess, or disclaim or disavow the

claim scope. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1316. In these situations, the inventor's lexicography governs.

ld. Also, the specification may resolve ambiguous claim terms"wherc the ordinary and accustomed

meaning of the words used in the claims lack sufficient clarity to permit the scope of the claim to

be ascertained from the words alone." Teleflex, Inc., 299 F.3d at 1325. But, ""[a]lthough the

specification may aid the court in interpreting the meaning ofdisputed claim language, particular

embodiments and examples appearing in the specification will not generally be read into the

claims.'" Comark Commc'ns, Inc. v. Harris Corp., 156 F.3d i 182, 1187 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (quoting

Con.want v. Advanced Micro-Devices, Inc., 848 F.2d 1560, 1571 (Fed. Cir. !988)); see also Phillips,

415 F.3d at i 323. The prosecution history is another tool to supply the proper context for claim

construction because a patent applicant may also define a term in prosecuting the patent. Home

Diagnostics. Inc'., v. Lifescan. Inc., 381 F.3d 1352, 1356 (Fed. Cir. 2004) ("As in the case of the

specification, a patent applicant may define a term in prosecuting a patent.").

Although extrinsic evidence can be useful, it is "'less significant than the intrinsic record in

determining the legally operative meaning of claim language.'" Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1317 (quoting

C.R. Bard, Inc., 388 F.3d at 862). Technical dictionaries and treatises may help a court understand

the underlying technology and the manner in which one skilled in the art might use claim terms, but
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technical dictionaries and treatises may provide definitions that are too broad or may not be

indicative of how the term is used in the patent, ld. at 1318. Similarly, expert testimony may aid

a court in understanding the underlying technology and determining the particular meaning of a term

in the pertinent field, but an expert's eonclusory, unsupported assertions as to a term's definition is

entirely unhelpful to a court, ld. Generally, extrinsic evidence is "less reliable than the patent and

its prosecution history in determining how to read claim terms." Id.

RANK

Claims !, 2, ! 5, and ! 6 contain the terms"rank[s] [ranking] the method signatures" and "the

ranking." MathWorks contends "rank[s] [ranking] the method signatures" means "to assign to a

particular class the method signatures" and "the ranking" means "assignment to a particular class."

Comsol contends "rank[s] [ranking] the method signatures" means "place[s] [placing] the method

signatures in an ordered manner relative to one another" and"the ranking" means "the list of method

signatures ptaced in an ordered manner relative to one another."

The ordinary meaning of"rank" requires an ordinal relationship between ranked items and

allows items to have an equal rank. The claims use the terms "rank[s] [ranking]" and "the ranking"

in accordance to their ordinary meanings and require the "rank[s] [ranking]" step to do more than

simply determine whether a method is "suitable" or "'unsuitable."

The claims require a determination of each method's suitability before execution of the

"rank[s] [ranking]" step. Courts generally do not construe method claims to require the method be

performed in the order written. Altiris, Inc. v. Symantec Corp., 318 F. 3d 1363, 1369 (Fed. Cir. 2003)

(quoting Interactive Gift Express, Inc. v. Compuserve Inc., 256 F.3d 1323, 1342-43 (Fed. Cir.

200 !)). However, courts limit a method claim to cover only methods performed in the order written

ifthe method steps actually recite an order. /d. Ifth¢ method steps do not actually recite an order,
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courts may limit a method claim to cover only methods performed in the order wdtten if the method

steps implicitly require that they be performed in the order written. /d.

Method steps implicitly require performance in the order written in two instances. First,

method steps implicitly require sequential performance if the claim language, as a matter of logic,

requires the steps be performed in the order written, ld at 1369-70. (citing Interactive Gift, 256

F.3d at 1343). Second, if, as a matter of logic, the claim language does not require the steps be

performed in the order written, method steps implicitly require sequential performance if the

specification "directly or implicitly requires such a narrow construction." ld. at 1370 (quoting

Interactive Gift, 256 F.3d at 1343).

Claim I claims, in part, a method that comprises the following steps: "retrieving a set of

method signatures for a method referenced in a requested method invocation"; ":comparing the data

types of input parameters of each method representod by the signatures to data types of input

parameters passed by thc requestod method invocation to determine suitability of each method to

receive input parameters passed by the requested method invocation"; "ranking the 'method

signatures based on the determined suitability of each method represented by the signatures to

receive the input parameters passed by the requested method invocation"; and "'selecting one of the

method signatures according to the ranking." "338 Patent, col. 8:56-col. 9:15. Claim 15, which

claims a computer program comprising instructions operable to cause a programmable processor to

perform a method, contains similar limitations, ld. at col. lO: 12-43.

The method steps do not recite an actual order. However, logic requires performance of the

"comparing" and "ranking" steps in the order written. The method requires "comparing... to

determine suitability of each method" and "ranking the method signatures based on the determined

suitability of each method." The "comparing" step "determine[s] suitability" and thus requires
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performance before the claimed method can "rank[] the method signatures based on the determined

suitability."

As the "comparing" and *'ranking" steps must be performed in the order written, claim 1

indicates the"ranking" step is not so broad to cover assignment of method signatures to a"suitable"

or "unsuitable" class because the claimed method has already determined suitability. H)perion

Solutions Corp. v. OutiookSofi Corp., 422 F. Supp. 2d 760, 772 (E.D. Tex. 2006) (Ward, J.)

(rejecting both parties' proposed constructions and noting "'[b]odrock principles of claim

construction counsel against a construction that renders additional limitations superfluous") (citing

Merck & Co.. Inc. v. ?'eva Pharma. USA. [nc., 395 F.3d 1364, 1372 (Fed. Cir. 2005); see also

Primes. Inc. v. Hunter "sSpecialties. Inc., 451 F.3d 841. 847-48 (rejecting proposed construction

of claim term where proposed construction would render another claim term superfluous). As such,

the "ranking" step must do more than assign each method signature a "suitable" or "not suitable"

ranking.

The panics additionally dispute whether the doctrine of claim differentiation applies and

requires a broad construction of"rank[s] [ranking]" and"the ranking." Courts presume a difference

in meaning and scope when a patentee uses different phrases in separate claims. Phillips, 415 F.3d

at 1314--15. Where a party seeks to limit an independent claim with language that appears in a

dependant claim, the presumption is especially strong. Liebel-Flarsheim Co. v. Medrad. Inc., 358

F.3d 898, 910 (Fed. Cir. 2004). However, the doctrine of claim differentiation is not a "hard and

fast rule," and courts cannot use the doctrine to broaden claims beyond their correct scope,

determined in light of the intrinsic record and relevant extrinsic evidence. Seachange [nt 7. Inc. v.

C-COR. Inc., 413 F.3d ! 36 I, 1369 (Fed. Cir. 2005); see also Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1312-15.

Claim 2 claims the method ofclaim 1 "wherein the ranking the method signatures comprises
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calculatinga fitness ranking representative of a level of suitability of the data types of the input

parameters of the method represented by the signature to use the input parameters passed by the

requested method invoked." '338 Patent, col. 9:16-21. Claim 16, which depends on claim 15,

contains an identical limitation. /d. at col. 10:43-49.

The parties agree "'fitness ranking" requires no construction. Claims 2 and 16 themselves

define the term, as the "fitness ranking" is "representative of a level ofsuitability of each of the data

types of the input parameters of the method represented by the signature to use the input parameters

passed by the requested method invocation." ld. at col. 9:!6-21, col. 10:43-49. Mathworks

contendsthe doctrine of claim differentiation requires abroader construction of"rank[ing]" and"the

ranking," as "fimcss ranking" is a narrower form of"the ranking."

The doctrine of claim differentiation does not mandate a broad construction of"rank[ing]"

and "the ranking." Claims 2 and 16 narrow claims I and [5 on the basis that the "rankling]" step

comprises "calculating a fitness ranking." The doctrine of claim differentiation presumes the

"rankling]" steps in claim ! and 15 are broader than "calculating a fitness ranking for each method

signature, the fitness ranking representative of a level of suitability of each ofthc data types ofthc

input parameters of the method represented by the signature to use the input parameters passed by

the requested method invocation."

The requirement of an ordinal relationship amongst ranked items is different than

"'calculating a fitness ranking,., representative ors level of suitability of each of the data types of

the input parameters of the input parameters of the method represented by the signature to use the

input parameters passed by the requested method invocation." Thus, the doctrine of claim

differentiation does not broaden the terms "'rankling]" and "'the ranking" beyond their ordinary

meanings.
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Theremainderof theintrinsicevidencesupportsaconstructionof"rank[s] [ranking]"that

requires an ordinal relationship between the ranked items. The specification broadly discloses a

system that ranks method signatures basedupon a comparison of the method signatures"data types

with the data types the array-based computing environment will pass to a selected method within

the object-oriented environment. /d. at col. 2:11-49. Similarly, during prosecution, the applicant

used the term "rank[s] [ranking]" to require an ordinal relationship between the ranked items.

Comsul's Claim Construction Brief, Ex. 5 at TMW-PAT 00000336 ("The ranking referred to in step

3 [ofclaim l] is the ranking of the method signatures in order ofsuitability for handling the input

parameters from the array-based computing enviromnent."); id. at TMW-PAT 00000279, TMW-

PAT 00000333 ("The methods are ranked based on which methods can best accept the input

parameters o f the data from the calling array-based computing environment.").

The '338 Patent uses the terms "'rank[s] [ranking]" and "the ranking" consistent with their

ordinary meanings. Thus, "ranking the method signatures" means "placing the method signatures

in an ordered manner relative to one another," "'rank[s] the method signatures" means"place[s] the

method signatures in an ordered manner related to one another," and "the ranking" means "the list

of method signatures placed in an ordered manner relative to one another."

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Court interprets the claim language in this case in the manner

set forth above. For ease of reference, the Court's claim interpretations are set forth in a table as

Appendix B. The claims with the disputed terms in bold are set forth in Appendix A.
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So ORDERED and SIGNED this 12th day of February, 2008.

LEONARD DAVIS

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
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APPENDIX A

U.S. Psi. No. 7,051,3.38

I. A method for invoking a method dcfinee with an object-oriented computing environment comprising:

retrieving a set of method signatures for a method referenced in a requested mcthod invocation, where each method

signamre corresponds m a method provided by an object within an object-oriemee environ ment. and i_rther wherein each

signature includes a method name and lists any data t_es of input parameters to be received by the corresponding
method;

comparing the data types of input parameters of each method represented by the signatures to data types of input

pammetera passed by the requeslee method invocation to determine suitability of each method to receive input

parameters passed by the requested method invocation;

ranking the method signatures based on the determined suitability of each method represented by the signatures to
receive the input parameters passed by the requestee method invocation;

selecting one of the method signatures according m the ranking:

and invoking, in _'sponse m the requested method invocation, the method of the object-oriented computing enviromrtcnt
corresponding to the selectee method signature:

wherein the request method invocation is requested by an array-based computing environnv2m provided by a
mathematical tool.

2. The method of claim I, wherein ranking the method signatures comprises calculating a fitness ranking for each

slgnamre, the fitness ranking representative of a level of suitability of the data types of the input parameters of the
method represemcd by the signature m use the input parametera passed by the requested method invocation.

.t, The method of claim 2. wherein calculating a fitness ranking for each signature includes generating a preference value

for each data type of the signature and adjusting the fitness ranking of the corresponding signature as a function of the

comparison.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein calculating a fitness ranking for each signature includes calculating a difference in
a number of dimensions between the signature data type and the input parameter received from the computing

environment.

I I. Thc method of claim I. wherein comparing each dale type of the signature to the data type of the corresponding input

parameter includes accessing a data structure storing data types of the object-oriented environment ordered by preference.

12. The method of claim i, wherein invoking the method includes: converting the input parametera to data types
supported by the object-oriented environment; and converting return values from the method to data types supported by
the computing environment.

13. The method of claim I. wherein the objcct-orientee envimnmem includes a virtual machine, and further wherein

invoking the method includes intcrprcting the method via the virtual machine.

14. The mcthocl ofclaim I, wherein each signature includes a method name comprising the name of the method in the

requested method invocation, and wherein ench method rcpresentee by the signature corresponds to a method provided
by the same object.

15. A computer program, tangibly stored on a computer-readable medium, for invoking a method defined within an

object-oriantee cnviromuent, the computer program comprising ir=troctions operable to cause a progran-enable processor
to:

retrieve a set of method signatures for a method referenced in a requested method invocation, where each method

signature corresponds to a method provided by an object within an object-oriented environmcm, and further wherein each

signature includes a method name and a data type for each input parameter received by the corresponding method;

compare the data types of each input parameter of each method represented by the signatures to data types of input

parameters passed by the requested method invocation to determine suitability of each method to receive the input

parameters passed by the requested method invocation;

rank the met hod signal ures based on the determined suitability of each method represented by the signatures to receive
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the input parameters passed by the requested method invocation'.
selectone of the method signaturesaccording to the ranking;
and invoke, in responseto therequestedmethod invocation, the method of'the object-orientedcomputingenvironment
correspondingto theselectedmethodsignature;
wherein the request method invocation is requested by an array-based computing environment provided by a
mathentatical tool.

16. The computer program ofclaim 15, wherein the computer program ranks the method signatures by calculating a
fimess ranking for each signature, the fitness ranking representative of a level of suitability of the data typos of the input
parameters of the method represented by the sitmature to use the input parameters passed by the requested method
invocation.

17. The computer program of claim 16. wherein the computer program calculates a fitness ranking for each signature
by generating a preference value for each data type of the signature and adjusting the fitness ranking ofthe corresponding
signature as a function of the comparison.

19. The computer program of claim 15, wherein the computer program calculates a fitnass-mnking for each signature
by calculating a difference in a number of dimensions between the signature data type and the input parameter received
from the computing environment.

20. The computer program of claim 15, wherein the computer program compares each data type of the signature to the
data type of the corresponding input parameter includes by accessing a data structure storing data types of the
object-oriented environment ordered by preference.

22. The computer program of claim 15. wherein each signature includes a method name comprising the name of the
method in the requested method invocation, and wherein each method represented by the sigrmtore corresponds to a
method provided by the same object.
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Ref_ Term or Phrase to be Construed

Nm. (Claims.)
II I

1 ranking the method signatures
(claim I. 2)

APPENDIX B

2

Court's Construction

I III II

placingthe methodsignaturesin an ordered manner relative to
one another

rank[s] the method signatures
(claim 15, 16)

place[s] the method signatures in an ordered manner related to
one another

the ranking
(claim I. 15)
fimessranking/fitness-ranking
(claims 2.3. 4. 16. 17, 19)

the liu of method signatures placed in an ordered mxnner relative
to one another

AGREED - no construction required

array-based computing environment AGREED '- computing environment in which the data _/pes are3

(,claims Iv 15I
4 mathematical tool

(,claims I v 151
5 data type(s)

(claims I. 3.4. II. 12. 15, 16. i7.

19,2o7

primarily represented as arre_,s of at least two dimensions
AGREED - no con.vtractJon I_equircd

AGREED - category of data chamcterizod by 'aset of values and
operations that can be applied to them

method

(claims 1,2. 12v 13, 14. 15, 16,22}
object
(claims 1, II, 14. 15.22)

signature(s)/ method signature(s)
(claim 1.2.3.4. I1.14. [5. 16. 17.

10,20. 22)
object-oriented environmentI
object-orientodcomputing
environment

(claims I. 12, 13, 15, 20)

AGREED operationor procedureassociated with an object

AGREED - modules of computer codethat specify the data types
of a data structure, and the methods that can be applied to the data
suuctum

AGREED - representation oftbe method's name and the numl_er
and types of parameter(s) of the method

AGREED - a computing ¢nvironmem. such as .lava, that supports
code defined as objects
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I
ME'FIleD AND SYSTEM FOR .._t:CESSING
EXTERNALLY-DEFINED OBJECTS FROM

,M_f ARRAY-BASED MATllEIMLATICAL
COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

TFX71NICAI, FIEI.D

The invention rehtes generally to inathfnk_tical computer

programs.

BACKGROUND

A conventional mathematical reel, such as sug:h as MAT-
LAB TM from MathWorks TM. Inc., of Natick, Mass.. provides

a comprehensive technical computing euvimnmam for per-
forming numerical lint.mr algebraic calcolalions, solving

ordinary ditl_remial equations, analyzing data, and visual-
iziag solutions to complex mathematical tbrmulas by gen-
erating graphs or other inmges. The computing environment
o/tea provides a high-level programming language thai
includes a variety of operators ,-rodprogramming conunands.

Engine, ere use such malhenmfica) t_ls Ibr a variety of
applications such as designing complex mechanical and

eleetriml control systems, solving opthnizatioa problems
and pcrlbrming statistical analysis. In addition, engineers
often use mathematical tools ia colfjtmctiou with a sinmla-

tion tool lbr dL:liaing and simulating complex mathematical

mtydels. For example, n_ufa_:tu_'v_ of raeehankml and
electronic systems, e.g., cars end integrated circuits, use
simubtitm tools to help them design their prOdUCts,These
tools allow designers m build and rest mathematical models

of their systems bclbre building a physical prototype. Cam-
nzereial simulation models can be extremely complex and

may include thousands ofintercomtecg'd functinnal hlueks.
Using a simulation tool: a designer can simudate and observe
changes in a model over a period of time, typically repre-
semud as a series of discrete instants, called time steps, such
as I millisecond, I g, cood. 2 bou_, etc. Starting ti'om a set
of initial comities, speel fv.,d by the designer, the simulation
to_d driw:s the amdel and detemtiues the state of the model

at various time steps.

Most technical computing environments pmvidnd by con-
veraiorml n'mthmxmtica| tools ore ",'mray-based" such that

data typos am primarily representcd as two-dimensional
arrays. In other words, these computing envimnmenls do not
distinguish hetween a scalar, a vector, or a matrix. As a

result, it is difficult to interface the teelmical competing
efivin'n_¢nt to an objem-oriented euvimmaent, such as
Java, Because the technical computing .environment does

ant distinguish between scalars, vectors and nmtrices, it is
difficult to invoke methods that hove the sn._e name and are

only distinguishable by the data types of their hlput param-
eters. In addition, it is di_colt 1o translate data from the

array-based computing environment of the mathematical

tool to Ihe object-oriented environment.

SUMMARY OF TI I}{ INVF.NTION

In geneea[, the invention pmvidas a method and appars-

2
When a method is invoked from tim computing environ-
ment. the tecintiqn_ atttonmtically compare &o input
parmueters, which are typically arrays, with dat:l types
accepted by methods d¢fiued within the objeet-orionled

5 environment. Based on this comparison, the inveution atRu-

malically .selects a metlagl that hest accepts the input arrays.
The invention, thereli_re, allows a user to easily invoke
methods li'um external objects, such as Java objects, directly
I?om the technical computing covimmnent of the math-

Zu e#natJcal ttx_l.

In oat aspeot, the invention is directnd m a technique Ibr
invoking a method dellned within an object-oriented etwi-
ronment, A_ordiog to the technique, a list of metht_

signatures corresponding to a particular class and nrethod
15 atone is retrieved I?om the object-orientnd euvironment.

Each si81mter/_ uniquely identifies a corresponding method

and lists the method's atone and any data types n.",,'eived by
_e method. Alter the list is retrieved, the metht._ signatures
are ranked by comparing the data types of the siguamres

20 with the data types ofthe input pammetent received from the

technical cotnpming environment of the mathematinal tool.
Based on tile making, one of the modred signatures is
st.dceted and the corresponding method within the object-
oriented envimmnom is invoked mdess no suitable method

25 is lbund, in which ease an error condition is raised,

In another as_'_t, the invention is direeted m a computer

program, such as a mathematical m0L having instructions
suitable for causing a programmable plx_cessor to relri_,,e a
llst of method signatures tl-om the object-oriemed environ-

30 meat. The computer program ranks the method sig_lures.
selects oue of the method silpmtures according to the rmzk-
ing: and invokes the corresponding method within the

objeet-ofientnd environment corresponding to the method
signature.

3_ In yet another aspect, the invention is din."cted to a
computer system having an object-oriented environment and

a mathematical reel enecotJng then,on. "/'heobject-oriented
envm_nrucnt includes an interface for idcutifyiog methods

provided by objects datiaed within the objceborieated ¢nvi-
4o moment. The mathematical tool includes a ealcolation

workspaco, a conmmod interpreter, nnd a signature selector.
When the command interpn,"ter encounters a referera_ to a

methtxl implco'_ented by an object defined within the object.
oriented enviromnent, the command interpreter instructs the

45 sis=tatum selector to access the inte,'f_:e of the o6jcet-
oriented environment to retrieve and rank a list of signatures
correspond!rig to methods defined within the objeet-orlentnd
environment. The cnn_aand interpreha" invokes one of the
methods as a fimctioa of the raaldng.

s0 The details of various embodiments of the invention are

set forth in the accompaoyiag drawings and the description
below. Other feamp_ and advantages of the inveution will
hecome ap/m_t from the description, thc drawings, and the
claims.

5A
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. I is a block diagram illustrating a system in whirl
a mathematical tool iuvok_ a method of an object defined

ms, including a computer program apparatus, which facili- 6o within on object-oriented computing environment.

tale invoking methods of objects defined wilhin an objt.'¢l-
oriented environment t?om a technical computing
envimnmem provided by a nmthematieal tool. In parlicolar.
the invention is directed to techniques lbr invoking methods

ofobjectsdelin_ inanobj_._.-orientedenvimrmtent.s_has 6s
a Java environment, from an array-bag'd computing envi-
romnent often used in conventional mathematical tools.

FIG. 2 is a I]ow chart illuslmtiu8 one tmlbodintettt era

process, suitable for implententation in a co,nputcr program.
in which the mathematical tool invo "_s the method of the
oh jet1.

FIG. 3 illustratc's one umbodimcnt of a two-dimensional
table thai stores data types supporg.d by mt objcet-oriettted
environment ordered by preference.
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FIG. 4 ithistmms one embodlment ot'a conversion table

suitable Rw etmverlin8 data typt_ l_om an ohje.'t-twientad

envlmuewat to an urray-4taf_..dt:ompntint_, cnvirmumn_t of a
mathematical toni.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram iliustratin B e programmable $

p_g:e_sing system suitable for impl_._v.mting and I_eH_'lll-
in8 the nppandus and methods of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
I0

FIG. i is a bk_k diagram ilhmr_ing n _ue, Ill0 in
which ntathmmd_l tool tel invt_c._ _t oh_,ct lie in au

objea.ori_ted envimtmtant such as Java envlmmneal 120,
Mtuhematieml teal 102 pmvid_ n l_tmi_l computing mWi-
mmm._t 108 ag pc'rllwmln8 a wide variety of mm_erical ts
e.alcnlation_ and data armJpis operations. Compotin 8 envi-
ronment 108 of mathemadcal tool 102 is "array-hest_' _ch

that mt_qtdate lypet are reigesented as affays ofat least two
dimansio_.

Compmtng c'lavlmmmcnt 108 of tnathemati_t tool 102 is _

an interpn:ted t.'nvimtummt that supports a Irish.level pm.
tramming language laving a variety c£operator_ and pm-
8xamming commna_, As the mar eaten i_wucdon+k ¢om-
ttmtv.l interpretar i114 intuitively interprets atul exc_utes
_h iatlroctiort. Calculation worksp_c 106 p,ovidat a _s

storage urea for varlahles, input data. and resultant data, The
user can. for _xample, define a _tmm matrix withla enlcu.
lutlun v_rkepac_ 106 _in 8 a singk t_mmaw..l. The use+"can

directly manipulate the matrix, u_ns one command to find
its lave=e, amther command to find its transpose, or another
_omme, nd to leant its deten_nant.

In an t_oj_t-orienled envimoo_mt, such as Java environ.

meat 120,ohjmas ll0 _ modules of computer code that

spt.'cify the data tyl_ of a data structure, and also the kinds 3._
of opeXetinns (or "ntcqhoda") tituscan be applied to the data
structure. Each object lie hits a eorr_ponding "elasf' dtat

may be thought of as n Im_tolype that d_lin._ the data
structures md method* common to all objmts of a certain
kind. Objects I l Oare created at run.tlme in _ordaace with 4o
their class de£mhion. Thus, etmh object ll§ is a uuique
instattce, rofmmmg{to _ tm immntiatiou, of its con'cspunding
chm.

Within a clam. each melhOd having the same rmue must
have a diffe_t number of inpm_, or ere or tn_e inputs _$

must ditl_" in data type. F_h method has n "sigmture',
which }s a unique t_rem.mtation of the method's name and

the nuesherand tyl_ of each input agd output par_tncter of
the rrmthod, "1_ m_hod sigl_arero is It.d to distinguish
between mc_hods havingthe same name. For example, in a
Java signature, the dam types he.lean, byte. char, shiwt, ant,
long. float, and doublo,are_.presemed in t_ si_mmm by a
singin {etlc_. Z. B, C, S, L J. F. _ D. respectively, For all

other data typat, the aigrmt_re is an exprmsion of the font
"l_la_-mme;" wht.q'ecl+s-mune is the name uf the q.'ta'm+s_t
sFonding Java class but with dots replaced by the slash
character. A void return data type is tmli_ated as a V Thus.
the signature thr the method:

,.'o_d sampleMethod(int arSl. double m'82_ java-
.leng.Stringa_3} oo

has a correspt_ling signam_,

(IDLjavaflang/Strlng3V

At IM cote of.l_va envirenmenl 120 is virtual t_hine

122, which provid_ a t_lf._ntain_ operating unvimmn_t _$

that is tr_*chiuc [w_'pend_t, Java obj.'is llO _c%'nte witkht

virtual machine 122 re_ardle_ of theunderlyin 8 operatit_

4

system or luu'dwat_ and repre_'ntany classthat vimml
ntat:hia_ 122 can see within its _'op_ of egtmutkm.

Tim invention allows a user to easily invoke n_tl_.nl_ of

obk,,ts It0 from math_amti_l tool 102, This allows the u_'r
to explt,it the rich funcdmmlity offered by Java *mvirumnetu
120, For t._tample, the user can invokeJava t,bj_cts lIO in
_d,.,rto quicklydesirera graphicaluu_ interface(GUIL In
additkm, the user can use java ob_..ct_ ll0. sigh as tim_s
m_l ev_ts, witch caknlmim_ work.space 106, For _.-xample.

the u._r can daflno attd ac_ Java obj_ts lie front within
ca|curtius workspac_ 106 at follows:

jsw_java.laag.Swiaqg ' Hello World');

imFilter.setPixds(5. _, fiX),IO0, ca, X, (k I(X)):
In order for matl_matical tool 102 to provide a way

men to invoke ebjmtt llO and their _nespundin s meth-
od, coastal interpr_qer 104 invokes si_ure _leetorII 2
that aulomari,.-ally datenninez the apptopria_ sil_ature of
the n._,a.'sttd nmtht_ for invecaden. Whea the _cr invoke,*
a na.,thod provided by one of the x_,ie_ llO,o0mnmar_

in,.erpr_er lOS passes _8_mre xele_tOr 112 a tame el'the
m_thod and _y input pommetem to pass to the m,.thod.
Because the input rmran_ers am detieed in native data types
_uppor_.d by technical computing envlronmeut 105, the

pa_natets art often in the form of an army havht 8 any
amnher of dimca_ioas, As de_rihed in dclail below, si_za-
luresub:clot II 2 autommically _leclsa mcthrM from object-
oriented envlroament litl that is best able re_ive the &'Us

from the nnay input_
Mtve specil_aUy, sil;natureml¢¢tor 112 uses a set of

classes within Java eavireanatut Ig0, referred to herein at

s_l_tion support cla_es 124, to interrogate Java etwimn-
ntanI120. Silinature _eleetor 112 p_s selectitm support
cla_ea 124a method name and the name of its correapond.

mg cla_. Based on the class name and method name,
selecdon sappun classes 124 determine a _et of matching

method signar.am available within obje_t-orlented environ-

ment 120. la on:l_r m c_mmunicata with mh.'_tion support
cl_s_ 124, si_panure sol_tor 112 uses Java _tadve interface
(3N1) 126, which is a ptr_mmming interface, or APt, 0mr
allows programs written in C arC÷+ _ invoke Java methods
based eat a mcqht_ sil_ature. St{_'mmm selector 112 d_l_ +,.
tnine_ and _qums the siS;antra of the am,thud available
within obje_t-m'iented eaviv,ma,tem 120 that is bat able to

rt._.iva the data from the army inputs. Ifno suitable methods

are formal, signature selector 112 returns a nullsigr_mre.
Command interpt_.a" 104 ttm; _eleated sits=mrs It2 to
dirt.mdy invoke the ¢orremponding object 110 _d exectue the
d_ired method.

FIG, 2 is a flow cMrt illumatin$ one tm_bodiman! of a
process 200. suitable for implenamtation in a computer
program appli_tioo, in which read,nautical tool 102 (FIG.

1) invoke_ a tnalhod era Java object ll0 defiled within Java
cnvimnmem lie. Wlma the userseeksto invoke a mctlv.xt
provided by one of the Java objects IlO, c_tmaml inter-

preter 104 invokessignature selector 112 to automatically
dt.,termine the appropriate silptamre ofthe reqeest_ method,

Selection supportclasps 124 in.agate java eavjmnmcnt
I2O und compile_ a list of method signm'm'm having nnn_s
similar to tha n.xlu_s_.'dmeth_J and hevi_ a matching class
name (step tO3).

Next. signature selector Ill calculates a "fit:xss ranking"
tbr each nmthod signmure of the list (sl_ ZO_), The Ihrms
rankir_ inditatc_ how well the input data types of mch
method otat_h the input parameter_ pa_'.d from calcuhtloo
_rkspa,_ 106, i,e., how we[! the toothed }sable to n.,c_iv¢

tim dam from the input aw.,ys, In order to calculate a

sigttature's fitness ra_ing, silff_lure $o_ctor 1111gmeratu_
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a "prc_hrenee value" Ibr e_h data type speciflc'd by the

signature by comparing _.-ach data type with the it_out
parmnet_ reuciw:d t_tu work_paee 106 (step 207). For

each data type speciflod by the sisl_ttm_, si$natm_ sch:ctor
112 reli*reob't_ pml_tma:e table 116, which mal_ data type* ._
of cumputin 8 envinmmem tog to aceeptabl¢ data types of
Java envlroatueat 12O ordered by preference.

FIG. 3 illuswates one embodiment of a two.din_'nsional

preference table 116. Faith row of selection preference table
116 _)wospOnda to a tmique array type supported by cont- SO
patio 8 environment 108. For cxampk, row 310 corresponds
to input paranvaers of type artuy of &mbb.5 and lists
pretim_l datatypes t_r Java eavimnmeat 120 as dimble,
films, long. mteSar, byte and hoolmn ordered from be*t fit to

wcm.n lit. The,. for input parameters of type array ofdoubles, IS

signature sele_or 112 geaeratos a preterite value by
detenuiniu8 the location of the conmpondin 8 siSnatt_ data
typewithinmw 310. If the correspondingdataty_ dcfamd
bythes_-turetsnotfoundwithinrow 310 thenstature
_mlector 112 rejects the signature from the list,

In calculating the prcI_ence value for an input data type
deiined by the slgnoture, si_mture selector 112 aim consid-
ers whether the data type of the _gnatuN and the corre-

spoudin$ htput psratnctt._r received |_om calcelation work.
space 106 are both classcs. IX so, sis_mture selector il2 ._S

updates the prefereac¢ value for that signatnre data type as
a functionof how many levels t_'mmte the t,.w classes
within a class hiera_y (step 209).

Next, signature selector !12 compares the number of
dimensions of the input array reeeivod from calculation 30
workspace 106 ab_iast the uumher of dimensions of the Java

input data type deemed by the current signature (step 2H).
if the ntmther ofdimensio_ oftha input array is larger than
the number of dimeusit'_ts oftha Java data type, the sig_.
tare is rejected because the input tutay cannot fit into say 3S

Java plwamct_ that e.mt he passed to the Java method. If the
number of dimensions of the Java data type is la_er than
that ofthe input army, the input array is promoted by nddin$
dhnenaions of length I. However. beeanso the match is not

perfect, the corresponding prefer_'e value is adjusted in
proportion to the desree ofdiffereme hetwea,_ the number of
dimenaious of the signature data type and the number of
dinseusiot'_ of the input orray. In one implementatlou, sig-
nature seh:¢tor 112 does not count dime4_siensof k.ngth I
when dctemlining the ntanherofdhnessiom. For exmnple, ,t5
a 5xl array iS eonsldet_."dto have n single dimension.

After calculating u preference value for e_h dam type

specified by the silgmture, signature seluctm" 112 naloulates
the fimess mnkin$ for the signature _-cordin$ to the indl.

vidual preference valnes for the data types defined by the ._
signature (step 213). It should he noted, however, that
signature t<lcctor ill ueed not explicitly store the calculated
prefereaecvalueforeachImmmeter ofthesigtmmre.To the
contrary, signature seh.'ctur 112 can calculate the fitness
rmddng ft_"the signature while itemtin S over the data types SS
defined by the sismture, In one implementation, signmure
sel_tur 112 initls]izes a fitness tuaking. Fitaess_Raakinl_ to

a large number, such ns 20. and updates the mnkin S for inch
parameter of the current method _i_aatare. Fur example.
consider the following method invoked from within work- 60

spoee 106:

f=javaObjecf._ample nmhad{ parametarl, imrameter2):
Assume parameterl of the tuethnd is a lxl array of

doubles and pnmnmer2 is a l$xl array of cheraeten.
Consider a method signature dafining a fast data type 6s
long anti a second d_ type array of char having two
dimensions. Signatar¢ seloetor il2 subtracts two from

BI

6

Fitne_,Ranking because, in selection prefia'ence table
116, the data type long L_ third of the data types

prefen'ed foran htput data w pe away of &rabies. Next,

signature _k_or 112 dgscnni_s that the data type
army of char is in the most prefened data type for an
input data type of away of characters and. tharefiwe,

&_es not adjust Fit_._s_Rattkiag,

Because the pm'amt.qers are not objects, signature seluctor
112 c_'s nutadjust Fituess Raakit_ bascd on diffcteuces its
class level. Next. sisnamre seh_'tuc I 12 considem thn dinv2n-
skins and dctcaninc_ tlmt the tint duta type of the sil_mture.
king, is a pert_'t match dlmeusbiwlly for a lxl array of
dtmblus. Thus, sismture seleclnr It2 dous not update Fit-
_'ss Ranking. However. the two dimensional array ofdmr

is one dituension 8_ater than the 15xl array of characters.

so signature sdector i12 adjusts FitnessRanking by os_e,
rusuitin 8 in a final value tbz FJtness_Rar,.kin_ of 17.

After _kulating fit_ss rnakinss for cnah putcatial sig-
natare, si_aatu_ selector 112 selects the signature having
the highest rankizt$, unless all of the signature* have betm
rejected as heing unsuitable (step 215). Signature selector
112 _turm the selected sigmatare to cosmnand interpreter
104.

Upon n.'s._iving a valid signature, _.mmmnd interpreter
104 invok_ the _mrmspondingJava method within object-

oriented envimamtmt 120 (stup 217), htvoklng the Java
method has two parts: (I) converting input array pammsten
from mmputin$ envlmnment 1_ to input I_'amcters
d_,qlnedby the sis_natare , and (2) convet_ing parameten
rammed by the method into suitable data tYPes defined
within colnpulill_ mvinmmem 108.

tn converting an input array to a data type definod by the
signature, argument converter 114 of signature tmlcctor !12
8em.'rate_ a Java variable according Io the signature and
copies data t'mm the input array to n_.vly emoted variable.

Si$outure selector 112 rehta_t the we',ely created variable to
conmm_ intc-rpreter 184 for use when invokin.S the corm-
spondit_ method.

If the invoked metht._l Ires a mtum value, signature
selector 112 exmninas the siSaature and determines the
dimensi0t'tt of the return value. Argumeat converter 114 of
signature selector 112 thenmfm_lces conversion table lib
and cretin a return variable within workspat_ 1{}6 tbr
holding the n,qum data, FIG. 4 illustrates one embodiment of
a _.xmver_k_n table 118 suitable Ibr converlin8 data types
t_m an ohio.el-oriented environment, such as Java environ-

meal 120, Io array-hau.',d computing enviromnem 108 of
tmtthematical tool 102. If the remm parameter is Scalar, then

the return variable primarily defaults to a lxl affey oi"type
&ruble precision Iloatinl$ point, lithe Java return value is a
rectangular maRl-dimensional array, signam/,e selector II,_
ereat_ an army havin S the _ame tmtu_r of dimemion, at

the rcqum value and having th, mine data type, 11_however,
the return value is an array of arrays m which the irmer
arrays have different lengths, then signature s¢l¢clor 112
creates an sway of arrays because it cannot crea_ a single,,

rectat_ular army. Sintilady, signature selector ll2 applies
this technique for return values of having grmtar dimen-
siam. After creating the return variable in w_a'ksp_ce 106.
signatu_ _lector tl 2 copies data from tim _turn parameters
directly into the returnvarhble and passes the return vari.

ableto conmmnd interpreter 104,
Various emh_imems have been descril_.,d of a method

and system that facilitates invoking methods of objects
deti_'d within an obj¢ct-ork_ntad environments f_m an

array-based techni_l cxwnputing enviromnenl often usud ia
conventional matheamtical tools. The invention can be
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intplenlentedindigitalelectmnlccircuitry,t_rin computer
hardw.'u'e,firmware,sol,ware.or int.x_mbinntkmsof them.

Apparatus of tile invention cult be implemented in a cam-

pmcr program pro,duet tangibly eml_._ied in a machinc-
rea_hle storage device for exegution by a pmgmnunable

processor, and methgl steps of the invciltion can be per-
[brined by a pmgmnmtahl¢ processor executing a program
of instructions to perlbrm fimclions of the invention by
operating on input data and generating ontpuL Tile invemion
can be inlplenteuted adv-'.qtageously ht one or allure com-
puler pmlFanrs that are executoblo 'within aa opomting
envimmre-'m of a pmgx'ammuble system including at least
use programmable wocessor (compmer) coupled m receive
data and iustroctions front, and to transmit data and instruc-

lions to, a data storage system, at least one input device, and
at least one output device.

An example of one such type of computer is shown in
FIG. S. which shows a block diagram of a progr, mullable

processing system (system) $00 suitable for implementing
or peflhrmiag the apparatus or mefl_xis t_f the invention. As
shown in FIG. $, the system 500 includes a processor 512
that in one emb._dimem belongs to the PENTIUM® lhmily
o f microprocessors manulhe_u'ed by the lmel Corporation of
Santa Clara, Calif. Huwew.'r, it should be understood fltal dm

invention can be implemented on cnmputers based upon
other microprocessors, such as the MIPSt_ fun'lily of miuro-
pmces_rs from the Silicon Graphics ('orpomtion, the

pOWERPC® family of micropruceason from both the
Motorola Corporation and the IBM Corpomtioc. the PRE-
CISION ARCHITECTUREtR_ family of microprocessors

from the Hewlen-Puckard Contpany, the SPAROgm family of
microprocossors from the Sun Mierosystems Corporation, or
the ALPI-IArfe fandly of microprocessors from the Compaq

Computer Corporation. System 500 represoats any server,
personal computer, laptop" or even a hattery-powered.
pocket-sized, mohil_ computer kntw,'n as a hand-lteld PC or
personal digital assistant (PDA).

System $00 iucindes system memory _13 (includhz 8 read

only memory ('ROM) [;14 and randi)m access mt,qnory
(RAM) $15, which is connected In the processor 512 by a
system data/address bus $16. ROM 514 represems any
device that is primarily read-only including elcerrlcafly
erasabl_ programmable read-oldy tltemory (E_PROM),
flash memory, ate. RAM 515 represents any madam acet,,ss
memory such as SynclLronous Dynantic Random Access

Memory.
Within the system 500. input/output bus 518 is connected

to the dais/address bus 516 via bus coulrollt,_r 519. In one
embodimenl, inpul/outpnt bus $1g is implemcotod ns a

standald Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI)bus. The
has commllor 519 examines all signals from the processor
512 to mute the siganls to the appropriate bus. Signals
betwean the processor $12 and the system memory 513 are
merely passed through the bus controller 519. However.
signals from the processor $12 intended for devices other
than system memory $13 are routed onto the input/output
bus 518.

Various devices ore eoonc, cted to the input/output bus $18
including _ disk drive 520, floppy drive $21 that iS UStXI
tO read floppy disk 551, and optical drive 522, such as n

CD-ROM drive that is used to read an optical disk SS2. The
video display $24 or other kind of display device is con.
nected to the input/output bus $18 via a video adapter S25.
Users enter cmnmaods and ilffOromtion into the system 500

hy using a keyboard $40 and/or pointing device, such as a
mouse 542. which are cunnocted to bus $18 via input/output
ports 528. Other types of pointing devices(not shown iu

8

FIG. $) include track pads. track bafls.jtwsticks, data glc,w."s.
head trackers, nnd other devices snitahle tbr p,_sitioning a

cur_r on the video display 5Z4.
As shown in FIG. 5, the system S00 also includes a

S modem $29. Although illustrated in FIG. S as external to the
system 500, those of ordinnsy skill in the an will quickly

recognize that the modem $29 may also be internal to the

systent 500. "ille modem $29 is typically used to emmnu-
nieatu ow,'r wide area netwoPks (not shown), such as the

lo global Internet. Modem [;29 nmy be connected to a _two_

using either a wired or wire|ess cormection. System 500 iS
coupled to remote computer 549 via local area network $50.

Soflwm'e applicatiorm $36 and data are typically stored
via one of the memory store8e deviccs, which may include

t5 the hard disk 520. Ik_ppy disk 551, CD-ROM $52 and are

copied to RAM $15 Ibr execution. In one enbodimem.
however, soRwam applications S36 are stored in ROM $14

and are copied to P,AM 515 for execution or are executed
directly from ROM $14,

zo In general, the opamting system S35 executes soth,.'ar_
appllcalions 536 aed cat'ties out iastruclioas issued by tha
user. For example, when the user wants to load a software

application $36, the operating system 535 interprets the

instruction and causes the pmcossor SI2 to load software
2s application $36 into RAM $15 from either the hard disk 520

or the optical disk 552. Once one of the software applica-
tions 536 is loaded into the RAM 51S, it cnn be used by the

processor 512. In case of lm'_e sollwme applications $36,

pmoe_or $12 loads various portions of program modules
30 into RAM $15 as needed.

The Basic Input/Output System (BinS) 517 for the sys-
tem 500 is stored in ROM $14 and is loaded into RAM 515

upon bunting. Those skilled in the art will recognize thatthe
BInS 517 is a set of basic executable marine's that have

35 cunvemionally hellx,_d to transfer information between the
computing resources within the system 500. Opamting sys-
tem $35 or other software applications 536 use these low-
level sorviee routines. In one oral'rudiment system $00
includes a _'gistry (not shown) that is a system database that

4o holds cosdigumtion iid'ormation for symem $00. For

example, the Windows_ operating syslem by Microsoft
Corporation of gethttond, Wash., maintains the registry in
two hidden fiks. calludUSF_,R.DAT end SYSTEM.DAT,

located on a pormanem storage device such as an internal
45 disk.

The invention has been described in terms of particular
embodiments. Other emhodimoals are within the scopa of
the Ibllowing claims. For example, the st*,Vsof the invention
can be performed in a different order and still achieve

sO desirable, results. This application is intended to cover any
adaptation or variation of the present invention, it is
intended that this invontion be Ihnitod only by the claims and
equivalents thereof.

5s What is claimed is:
I. A method for invoking a method dcfiued with an

object-urinated computin_ cnvisonmont comprising:
retrieving a set of method signam_,s tbr a method ret_r-

eaced in a requested method invocation, where each

e0 method signature conesponds to a methnd provided by
an object within an object-oriented environment, and

further wherein each signature includes a method name

and lists any data types of input parameters to be

received by the correslmndin8 method:

6s comparing the data types of input parameters of each

method represonted by the signatures to data lyl_'S of
input parameters passed by the requested method invo-
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cation to dctL_nine suitability of each method to

receive input parameters passed by the requesu.gl
methl_ hlvocation"

making the method signatures I_sed on tho dctennincd
suitability ofcoch methtgl representcd by the siglattures

to receive the iopnt parameters passed by the requested
method invueation:

seb.,,cting one of the method signatures according to the
making" and

iuvnking, in resV,'mse to the requested method invocation.
the method of the object-oriented computing environ-
ment correspooding to the sekct_,sl med_,_.l signature.

wherein thd request method invocation is r*xlUCstedby
an array-based computing envimtm_em provided by a
mathenmtieal tool.

2. The method of claim L wherein making the method

signatures comprises _lculating a fituess making for each

signature, the fitness ranking representative of a level of
suitability of the data types of the input pammetc_ of the
methLxl represented by the signature to use the input pamm-
etc_ passed by the requested method invocation.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein calculating a lituess
rm_king for each signature includes geuerating a preference
value Ibr each data type of the sitcmmrc aod adjusting tile
fitness ranking of the corresponding signature as a Ihnation
of the comparison.

4. 'lhe methtxi of claim 2, wherein calculating a fitness
ranking tbr each signature includes calculating a diffc.'fence
in a number of dimensions between the signature data type
and the input parameter received from the computing onvi-
romneot.

S. The method of claim 4. wherein the data structure is a

two-dimensional array storing, along a Ibst dimtmsion, data
types suppt_rted by the objcot-oriented environment ranked
according to preference, and further wherein a second

dimension of the array corresponds to data tyl_S supported
by the array-based computing environment.

6. 1lie method ufclainl $, when:in the virtual machine is
a Java virtual machine.

7. 1"he computer program of claim 6, wherein the com-
puter pnwam invokes the target method by converling the
input ptwamcturs to dam types supported by the object-
oriented c'nvimmnont ,-rodconvening rcums values from the

method to data types supported by the computhtg environ-
meat.

8. The computer program of claim 6. wherein the com-
puter program invokes the method by interpreting the taq_et
method with a virtual machine.

9. The computer program ofclaim 8, wherein the visual
machine is a Java virtual maelfiae.

10. The method of claim i, wherein, for the signature data
types that are superelasses of tim data types of tile input

pm'mneten received tbam the computing envimnmcat, cal-
culatingthe fitness ranking for each signature includes

calculating a difference in level within a class hicrareby for
the signature dala type and thd data type of the correSlmnd-
ing input paran_etcr received frmn the computing environ-
meat.

It. The method of claim I, wherein comparing each data
type of the sitgtature to the data type of the corresponding
input parmm,_ter includes accessing a dam structure storing

data types of the objcet.-ericnled environment orden.'d by
preference.

12. The method ofclahn 1, wherein invoking the method
includes:

convening tl_: input parameters to data types supported

by the object-oriented envimmnent: taxi

10

converting return values from the method to data types
suppt_rlt._ by the computing cnvimtmtmtt.

13. The method of claim I. wherein the object-orieuted
environment includes a virtual machine, and filrlher wherein

5 invoking the un.qhod includes interpreting the method via
the virtual machine.

14. The method of claim 1. wherein each signature

ineln_s a method mane comprising the uame of the method

in the reques'tcd method inclination, aed wherein each
to method represented, by the sigenture eor_spolw3s to a

method provi6,-d by the same object.
15. A computer program, tangibly stored on a computer-

readable medium, for invoking a me_od defined within aa

object-oriented environment, the computer program corn-
t5 prising instructions operable to cause a programmable pro-

cessor to.'

retrieve a set of method signatures fhr a method refer-
enced in a requested method invocation, where each

method signature corrasponds tu a meth_-_ provided by
2n -'-t object within an objeat..orimtted environment, m_

luther wherein each signature includes a alethod tmme

mid a data type for each input parameter received by the
corresponding method:

compare the data types of each input parameter of each
_5 method representcd by the signatures to data typos of

input parameters passed hy the requested method invo-
cation to da_nrmine suitability of each method to
receive the input parametc.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-_spassed by the requested
method invocation;

30 rank the method signatures based on the determined

suitability ofench method represemed by the signatures
to receive the input parameters passed by tile rt'clnested
method invocation;

sclcet one of the method signatures according to the
J5 making; and

invoke, iu response to the requested metla_d invocotion,

thc method of the objcet..oricnted computing environ-
ment com.'spending to the selemcd method signature:

4o wh_ein the request method invt_ation is requested by
an anay-based computing environment provided by a
mathematical tool

16. "lhc computer program of claim l& wherein the
cmnputar prognam ranks the method signatures by calcdiat-

45 ins a fitness making for each sigtatore, the fiuless ranking

representative oft levcl of suitability of the data types of the
input parameters of the method represented by the signature
to use the input pammcturs passed by the requestud method
invocation.

so 17. The computar program of claim 16. wherein the
computar pmgrara calculates a fitness ranking tbr each

signsture by gcuerating a preference value fur each data type
of the signatura and adjusting the litness nmking of the

corresponding signature as a function of the comparison.

S5 iS, The computer program of clah_t iS, for the signature
data types that are superclasses of the data types of the input

parnmetcrs received from the computing environment, the
computer program calculates the fitucss rankiug for each
signature hy calculating a difl_renae in level within a class

Go hierarchy for the signature data type and the data type of the
eorrespot_ling input parameter received l_m Ibe computing
environment.

19. The computcr program of claim IS, wherein the
coutputer program calculates a fitness-mtff, ing for each

_s silgmmre by calculating a difl'crence in a numher of dintnn-
stuns between the signature data type toldthe input param-
etcr receiw:d lb.)mthe computing environment.
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20. The computer progr,'un at" claim I$. wherein the

computer program compares each data type of the signature
tu the data type of die corresponding input parameter

iueludcs by aceessing a data structure storing data typos of
the object-twianted envh_mntent ordered by preference.

21. The computer program of claim 20. wherein the data
structure is a two-dimensional array storing, along a first
dimension, data types supported by the object-oriented
envirmtmem rankcsi according to prel_rence, end further
wherein a second dimansiou c-orresponds to data types
supported by the array-ba_xi computing c,nvironmcnt.

22, The cmnputer program of claim 15, wherein each
signature inchldes a methlxt name comprising the name of
the method in the requested mcqhed invocminn, and wherein
each method representad by the signature corresponds to a
method provided by the same object.

23.A system comprising:
an object-oriented environment operating within a com-

puter, wherein the object-oriented enviromnem

includes an interface tbr identi_ing methods provided
by objc'cts within the objact-orientc, d environment:, and

a technical enmputing enviromnent comprising: a calcu-
lation workspace; a conmmnd interpreter; and

a sigJmture selector, wherein when the coumlmid lurer-
prater encountem within the calculation workspace a
requested method invocation comprising a reference to
a method intplememed by an object defined within the
object-orianted environment, the command interpreter
instructs the signature selector to acecss the intcrlben of
the object-oriented environment to retrieve and rank a
list of signatures corresponding to the toothed refer-

enced in the requested method invocation, w_rein the
Command interpreter ranks the method signatures
based on suitability of data types of input parameters of
each method representc'd by the signatures to receive
data types of input parantete_ posted by the requested
method invocation and invokes in the objuct-oriented
environment one of the methods represented by one of

the signatures selected according to the making;
wherein the ix'quest method invocation is requested by
an arr,ty-based COmputing environment provided by a
mathematical tool.

24. The system of claim 23, wherein the teetmienl com-
puting environment is provided by a mathematical tool
executing on the computer.

25. The system of claim 23. wherein the siga_'lture selector
ranks the method signatures by calculating a fitness making
t_,r each si_mture, the fitness ranking representative of a
level of suitability of the data typos offue input parameters
of rite method represented by the signature to use the input
pmameters passed by the requested method invocation.

12

26. "['hesystem of claim 2& wherein the signature sclcetor
calculates a litness rmtking for each sig]mture by:

comparing each data type of an input pommeter listed by
the Slgll:llUre [0 a data type of a corresponding input

5 paranieter received from the requested method toyota-
lieu: mid

adjusting the fitucss ranking of the corrcspending signa-

ture as a limction of the comparison.

27. The system of claim 23. wherein lbr at least one
to method signnture, the signature selector ranks the method

signature by calcuhding a difference in level within a class
hiemmhy Ii_r the signature data type and the data type of
corresponding input pamntnter received l_om the computing
enviroanient.

Is 28. The system ofclaim 23. wherein the signature selector
determines a preference value for each data type included in

the method signatures; and further wherein the computer
program calculates the preference value of each signature

according to the pretbrenee values tbr the data types
20 includcd in the signature.

29. The systc'm of claim 23, wherein the signature selector
includes a two-dimensinnal array, wherein along a first
dimeminn the array stores data types supported by the titst
operating environment renked according to preference, and

25 further wherein a second dimcnsion corresponds to data

types supportc'd by the cmuputing environment.

30. "['hesystum of claim 23, wherein the signature selector
includes conversion tables to convert the input parameters to

3o duta types supported by the object-orianted environment ned
to convert return values from the method to data t_oes
supported by the computing environment.

3 I. The systcm of claint 23. wherein the object-oriented
environment includes a virtual machine for interpreting the
invoked method.

35
32. The system of claim 31, whereinthevirtual macl_ne

is a Java virtual machine.

33. The system of claim23, wherein the interface is a Java
Native lnter_hce (JNI).

.to 34. The system of claim 23. wherein for at least one
merited signature, the sig_mture selector ranks the method
signature by calculating a difference in a number ofdhnen-
sinns between the signature data type end the input param-
eter received ti'om the computing environment.

,_5 35. The system of claim 23, wherein each signailare
includas a method name comprisin 8 the name of the method
in the rc'que..,'tedntcqhod invocation, ned wherein tmch

method represented by the signatare corresponds to a
muffled provided by the same object.

so
O*Qt*
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_r_ 001 ACCUSTAFF 10126/98

* P_r_y ID: 3565270

Mail: 9472 DEER COVE ROAD 10126/90 08/2a, 3_ R;4 10126198

TIMONIqTM, MD 21093

NZN 001 THC_%S, JRFFREY, JR 02/23/93 10/26/96

par_y ZD: 3565266

M=N 002 THOMAS, THIEL K 04/04/56 10126/98

Party ID- 3565267

M_N 002 THOMAS, THIERRAM 11/29/88 10126/98

P'_'ty ID: 3565268

M_'_ 004 _, T'd_ESI_ M 12/12/50 10/26/98

P_u_ty ID: 3565269

CALENDAR EVENTS

DaC_ Ti_e Fac Event Oescription Text SA Jdg Day Of ":otice U=:,r :D

Reou1_ ResultD_ By Result Judge Rec

.............................................................................................

05/26/03 09:30A 9DOC Contempt Hearing TBA 01 /01 CP

Held/Conclud_d 05/28/03 E 9.Judge

:8/27,03 09:00A _D_C ,v_dificaCion of Court O_er TBA 01 /01 CP

Contlnu_ 08/2_/03 _ 9,Judge
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Date Time Fac Event Description Text SA Jdg Day Of Notice User ID

Rssult ResultDt By Result Judge Rec

10/29/03 09:30A PDOC Modification of Court Ozdsr TBA 01 /01 CP

• Continued 10/29/03 C 9.Judge

03/10/04 09:30A PDOC Modification of Court OTder

Postponed 03/10/04 i 9.Judge

TBA Ol /01 MFM QUM

07/16/04 09:00A PDOC Arl-aignment/Zni_ial Appearance

Held/Concluded 07/16/04 E D.Young

TBA 01 /01 CP

0g/20/04 09:00A PDOC Contempt Hearing

Continued 09120/04 C

T_% 01 /01 MFM

12/22/04 09:00A PDOC Contempt Hearing

Continued 12/22/04 C D.Young

o1 /ol ETR

03/15/05 09:00A PDOC Contempt Hearing

Continued 03/15/05 C E.Brown

[

06/07/05 09:00A PDOC Contempt Hearing

Continued 06/07/05 C E.Rrown

TBA 01 /01 KB

TBA O1 /01 ETR

08/30/05 09:00A pDOC Contempt Hearing

Held/Concluded 08/30/05 E G.Rasin

TBA 01 /01 CBA

06/12/06 09:30A PDOC Contempt Hearing

Held/Concluded 06/13/06 E G.Bass

TBA 01 /01 MBW

11/15/06 09:00A F1 Contempt Hearing

Continued 11/20/06 C J.M_Curdy

TBA 01 /01 Jl

03/1S/07 09:00A F1 Contempt Hearing

Continued 02/15/07 C A.Carrion

TBA 01 /01 C_A

06/11/07 09:00A F1 Contempt Hearing

Continued 06/11/07 C Y.Bryan_

TBA 01 /01 CP

11115107 09:00A F1 Contempt Hearing

Continued 11/15/07 C B.Williama

TBA 01 /O1 SBO

05/12/00 09:00A F1 Contempt Hearing TBA 01 /01 CP

DOCUMENT TRACKING-
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NumlSuq Description ._zi_ Encar_d Party Jdg Rullng Closed Uuer ;D

0001000 Docket Imformation _8/18/06 08/18/06 000 T3A Y_oc 38/18/06 NIA

09/24/98 CASE O_(X 102698

• CASE ADDED T_OUGM ON-LINE ON TH_S DATE 19981028

• 10/19/68 CLOS QXX 102668

• C_E CLOSED: ALL CONPL_%INTS CLOSED: P92.E

10/19/98 (_MM O_(X 102898

) CONS_'T _ FOR PATERNITY $1G_ED 2Y _'L'DGE JONSON

10/26/98 LIEN QXX 102698

) EARNINGS WIT_LDING ORDER FILED

10/26/90 MAIL (_KX 102690

| ) (_ 3896726324 GENERATED 10261998

12/30/02 MOTN PRA 011003

• REQUEST _DR WAIVER OF FEES AND PRT:TIC_.: FOR

12/30/02 MOTN PAA 011003

• FZLED BY pLAINTIFF THCMAS.

12/30/02 C_ PAA 011003

• WA/V_% FRWD TO J MILLER JUDGE

01/14/03 ORDR PAA 011703

WA/VER REQUEST G_ANTED _y J MILLER, W_.TE C_ITION_

OI/14/03_ORDR _AA 011702

• fL_ WAY $25.00 BY 04032003. TRUE TEST .'OF¥ GF WAZ'/E_

01/14/03 COF:4 P_ 011702

> MAILED TO PLT T_OMAS

02/10/03 AC._ PSS 021403

ACMP;ACTZVATED CRSE TO ADD A CCMPLAI.'_T

02/14/03 C_ PSS 021403

_. MS THOMAS NAILED IN FZL_'NG FEE OF $25.

02/14/03 C_vJ4 PSS 0_1403

> MS TROMAS PILED CONTEMPT (FAZLQRE TO PAY CHZLD SUPPORT).

02/14/03 SHOW 021403

> GE]_WI"_) FOR 052602 THOMAS, JEFFREY PS5

09/28/03 HCAL PCP 061003

• 052803;_'7:103 ;0g30;_'NTP;CNTP;J_; ,FURNARI, ."_4ERES

05/28/03 CL05 PCP 061003

> CASE CL_: ALL C_PLA_S ("-_OSED: P928

06/09/03 HERO PCP 061003

• 101998;SUP: 216.00 W OCSE ARR:

06/09/03 ORDR PCP 061003

> ORDER OF COURT IN THE MATT_ OF CONTEMPT SIG-_ED BY J_GE

06/09/03 C_DR PCP 061003

• HARGADO_

06/10/03 C_, PCP 061003

> COPIES MA_LED TO PARTZES

08/28/03 CO_'m_! PDE 082803

> DELIVERED COURT FILE TO M_T_ FU_';AP.I'5 CHA_ERS PER

00/26/02 CO_"4 PDE 082603

• THE REQUEST OF aS_IE, LAW CLERK.

08/27/03 HCAL PCP 000803

> 082703;pW_:103 /0900;'4CDI; ,CO_.; :FURI_ARI, THERES

09_08,'03 ,%F.AS PCP 090803

,%CAG,ACT_VATED C2_E ,'I"0_WT2_ A 2ALENDAR _AT.v.
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"10/29/03 MCAL PCP 110603

• 102903;PW7;103 ;0930;MODI; ;CONT; ;FURNARI, THERES

11/06/03 C0_ PCP 110602

> ORDER OF COt*RT FWD TO JUDGE FOR SIGNATURE

11/10/03 ORDH PCP 111203

:. ORDER OF COURT IN THE MATTER OF CONT_PT SIGNED BY JUDGE

. Ii110/03 ORDR PCP 111203

> HARGADON

11/_2/03 CO_ PCP 111203

> CO_IES MAILED TO PARTIES

03/10/04 HC_T., PMZ 033004

• 031004;PW7;I03 ;0930;MODI; ;FTA ; ;I_ARI, T_RES

03/10/04 WARI PHZ 033004

> CNTP;CONTEMPT OF COURT ;BAIL-002500;CASH;COX, SYLVES

08/18/04 WARX PCP 051804

> CNTP;02102004;W;d_ANT SERVED 05102004

07/16/04 HCAL PCP 071904

> 071604;P43;F-I _0900;BALR;ARRG;JUDG; ;YOUNG, DAVID W.

07/16/04 ARRG PCP 071604

• DEFENDANT ARRAIGNED AND AD%'ISED OF RIGHTS TO COUNSEL

07116/04 (_OD_4 PCP 071904

• BAIL; TO REMAIN AT 2500.00 CASH

07/28/04 FNOS PCP 080404

> PLT ;4D-RETURN OF SERVICE-SER%rED

09/20/04 HCAL PMZ 092104

• 082004 ;P43 ;F-I ; 0900 ;CNTP; ;CO)IT; ;

09/21/04 _ PMZ 052104

• COURT CLOSED ON 09202004-CASE RESET

09/21/04 SHOW 052104

• GF/_ERA,"_ED FOR 122204 THOMAS, JEFFREY PMZ.

05/21/04 SHOW 092104

• GENERATED FOR 122204 THOM_, REGINALD PMZ

11/05/04 PNOS PMZ 110504

• PLT ;4D-RETURN OF SERVICE-SERVED

12/22/04 HCAL _TZ 122704

• 122204;P43;F-I ;0900;CNTP; ;CONT; ;YOUNG, DAVTD W.

12/22/04 COMM PTE 122704

2' OEFE_ANT RELE_SED ON O_ REC_.

01/04/05 FSNS PTE 010705

> PLT ;4D-RETDRN OF SERVICE - NOT SERVED

01/04/05 COF_ PTE 010705

• PLA/IqTIFF'S St/MMONS LEFT WITH HER SON

03/15/05 HCAL PBK 031705

> 031505;P43;F-I ;0900;CNTP; ;CONT; ;H_Y, ALTHEA H

06/07/05 "HCAL PTE. 061008

> 060705;P43;F-1 ;0S00;CNTP; ;C_T; ;H/_Y, ALT_ H

06/07/05 ORDH PTE 061005

• ORDER FINDING CONTEMPT. AND POSTP_ING DISPOSIT_OW

06/07/05 O_R _ 061008

> SIG_D BY JUDGE A. HANDY

06/07/05 C0_ PTE 061005

> DEFENDANT BROUGHT IN PROOF OF EMPLOYMENT - HE IS EM-

06/07/05 COM_4 PTE 061005
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> PLOYEDAT M. NELSON BARNES & SONS, INC.

06/17/05 PNOS PTE 062809

> DEF ;4D-LW_u_NOF SERViCE-SERVED

08/30/05 HCAL RZS 090105

0B3005;P43;F-1 ;0900;C_TP;CNTP;JEDG; ;RASIN, GALE E

06/30/05 _ PCB 090105

• DEF DE_4ED Pt_GEDOF CONTEMPT, ORDERTOCOIITI_UE

08/30/05 CLOS P_ 090105

> CASE CLOSED: ALL COMPLAINTS CLOSED: F926

10/07/05 _ 914 100709

) STRIKE ASA;MCGU_RE, NARTZN , ESQ;520631

04/I_/06ACAS PBK 041406

> ACAS;REOPm¢

04/12/06_OTN PBK 041406

> MS. THC_S FIbEDA PETITION FOR CONTE_T[F&ILDRE TO PAY

04/12/06 Y_TN PIK 041406

C_ZLDSUPPORT) REO[TEST_CR WAIVER ALSO FZLED.

04/i_/06 _ PBK 041406

F_LESEqTTO JUDG PIERSON FCR RULISOC:! _A_VER.

04/I5/060RDR PBK 041906

> REQUEST I_RWAIVERGRARTED BY u"GDG 91E.%SO.'I 4/14/06.

04/19/0_ C_4 PBK 041906

• COPY MAIL TO PLT.

04/19/06 SHOW 041906

GENERATED FOR 061206 THCOLt_, JEFFREY _K

04/19/06 _ 041906

> GENERATED FOR 061206 THe, R_G::IALD PBK

05/02/00 PNOS PBK 050306

> DEF ;4D-RETURN OF SERViCE-SERVED

05/22/06 FNOS PBK 053006

PLT ;4D-RETURN OF SERVZCE-SERVED

06/12/00 HCAL _4J 071306

061206;998;I05 ;0930;_'_TP;_TP;JUDG; ;_IERSON, _. M_C

06/29/06 COMM PJI 062806

FILE ._RDTOJUDGE PIERSON

07/03/06 _ . PMJ 071306

MASTI_HEARINGUNEMPLOYEDOBLIGATORS

07/03/06 CO_d PZ4J 071300

COPZES_LEDTOALL _ARTZES

08/17/06 _'_J_'_ _ 081706

> REFERRAL TOOPENCOORT

08/17/06 SH(_ 001706

GENERATED FOR 111506 TH_S. JEFFREY PJZ

08/17/06 SHOH 081706

GENEP_TED FOR 111506 THO_d%S, REGinALD _JZ

Page :

Num/Seq De_crSpci_ F_led Enc_rod par_y Jdg Rul_ng Closed User ID

........................................................................................................

000_000 Com_inint Inforltla_ion 39/18/96 06/18/06 000 TBA_oo_ 08/19/06 N/A

Ol C 09/24/98 6UPP CZVIL _ON-SUPPORT QXX 102698

> DISP: CONS 101998

02 C _2/14/03 CI_TP CON'/'EY_ OF COURT PCF _01003

DISP Jt'CG 352803
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03 C 11/06/03 CNTP CONTEMPT OF COURT

> DISP: JUDG 083005

04 A 04/12/06 CNTP CONTEMPT OF COURT

> DISP:

Num/Seq Description

Time: i0:17

P(_ 090105

PBK 041906

Piled Entered Party Jdg Ruling Closed User ZD

Page :

0003000 4D-COMpLAINT/pETITION FOR CHILD SUPPORT 09/24/98 00/18/06 000

0004000 4D-PETITION FOR CONTEMPT

0005000 4D-RETURN OF SERVICE-SERVED

0006000 4D-RETURN OF SERVICE-SERVED

0007000 4D-RE_-u_RN OF SERVICE - NOT SERVED

0098000 4D-RETURN OF SERVICE-SERVED

0009000 4D-ERTURN OF SERVICE-SERVED

0010000 4D-RET_ OF SERVZCE-SERVED

0011000 Case data converted on 08/18/2006

0012000 Notice of couru cancellation is issued

TBA Moot

04/12/06 08/18/06 000 TBA MOOt

07/25/04 07/28/04 000 TBA Moot

11/05/04 11/05/04 000 TBA Moot

01/04/05 01/04/05 000 TBA Moot

06/17/05 08/17/05 000 _A Moot

05/02/06 05/02/06 000 TBA Mooc

05/22/06 05/22/06 000 TBA Moot

08/10/06 08/18/06 000 I_8A Moot

08/24/06 08/24/06 000 _ MOOt

0013000 Motion to Waive Prepayment of Filing Fee 10/03/06 i0/25/06 PLT001 TBA

0014000 4D Petition for Contempt (Failure to Pay.10/03/06 10/25/06 PLT001 TBA

Child Supporu)

0015000 DEF_3_DANT ADVISED RIGHT. TO COIR_SEL 11/15/06 11/17/06 000 JMC

0016000 INCARCERATION SHOW CAUSE ORDER 11/15/06 11/17/06 000 _,IC

0017000 ORDER POSTPONING A CONT_PT HEARING 11/15/06 11/17/05 000 JMC

0018000 Order of Court _inding contempt 02/15/07 02/2d/07 DEFO01 AJC

ordering incarceration

Def found by court to have waived his rights to counsel by his

inaction-- Trial; COUrt Plea: NG Verdict: contempt/guilty

Dispo: 2 years c/o DOC- Purge $3,000..00- Jdg. Carrion

0019000 Notice of Appeal Filed 03/14/07 03/16/07 000 _A

P.H.C. POEM M_LED TO S_ERA HOLTHE ON 3/16/07.

0020000 written correspondence addressed to

judge carrion filed by the plaintiff,

diane thomas.

03/22/07 03/27/07 000 TBA

0021000 Motion to strike state's motion to

strike

03/28/07 03130/07 DEF001 TBA

o0/10/o6 N/A

08/10/06 _/A

00/18/06 CP CP

o0/18/o6 _'3M MR<

00/18/06 ETR ETR

08/18/06 ETR ETR

08/18/06 _8 ER

08/18/06 KB K_

08118106 MIA KB

08/24/06 TVM

OUM

0UM

SBO

SBO

SBO LYE

LYE

SHJ SHJ

DE

DE DE
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Num/Seq Oesc_iptlc_ ._iled E_cer_d party Jag Ruling Closed Usor I0

.........................................................................................................

0022000 MoCion TO STRIXE _DT/.C_ OF APPEAL A_D 03/27/07 03/30/07 PLT001 ._BA TRM TR_

C_TZpICATE OF SERVZC_ FILED BY LINDA

PARLILIO (ASSISTANT STATE'S ATTY) 4/6/07 FZLE NOW FORWARD TO

DOORy _'0 Rr,rLE.

0023000 Order of COLLT_ - DEPEDANT'S NOTICE OF )4/12107 04/12107 DEF00I TE Stricken 03/26/07 TRH TR_I

APPEAL & CERTIpTCATE OF SERVICE 8ER_ _]

THE S_TE'S ATTORNEY OFFICE BE AND HEREBY AR_ "STRICKEN..

0024000 Order of COUrt THAT DEFENDANT'S NOTICE a4/12/07 04112/07 OEF001 ._J Grantud 04/09197 T_; TR_

OF APPEAL, W/TH THE AR_RDED CERTIFICATE

OF SERVZCE BE A_ IS I._RESY TO REMAIN Op_ A_D VALID AS F'_LED.

0025000 Line -REPORTER'S OFFICIAL _"_ANSCRIPT OF 03/27/07 04/17/07 000 TEA 8J

pROCEEDINGS

FILED

0026000 Habeas Corpus signed by Judge Thoman 05/30/07 05/30/07 DEF001 T3A EY

Waxier

.0S/30/07 habeas signed for __ranspoz-_at:mz of inma_e.Jnff_-ry

Thoma_ for court da_e 6/11/07 f-i a_c'._ # 71362464851000113750

0027000 Line- official Transcrlp_ of 05/18/07 06/05/07 000

Proceedings filed

dane of hearing B/30/05 before J11dgn Gal:: E. Rasln

$J SJ

0028000 Lrne -Official Transcr:pu of Proceedings 05/18/07 06/05107 000

dacad of hearing 11/18/06 before Judge Joseph McCur_y

SJ

0029000 _o_inn to w_ive rnc_zire_ent of civil 04/]0/07 06/05/07 000

appeal information repo_

f_ledbyAppellant, Je_feryThomas, by councal, Julia BernhaEdt,

APD w/C_r', of Special Appeal

uPON C0_SIDERAT_ON OF IT IS TH_S 30TH DA'f OF APRIL 2007 BY THE

CO[_T OF SPECIAL APpEAL_OF.V_RYLAND,

ORD_ THAT THE _Y_ICM TO _%IVE RE_IPJ_(_ OF A C_VIL APPEAL IS

GRANTED AND IT IS FURTHER;

ORDERED _'HAT THE DATE OF THIS ORDER ESTRRLI:HES _t'EF_T£ OF

THE 10-DAY PERI_ 0_ER _ RULE 8-411 _ _._E 60 DAY PER._0D FOR

_TTAL OF T_E RECORD U}_ER _ RULE _-412 A-

CHIEF J_GE JOSEPH MURPHY'

SJ SJ

0030000 Record on Appeal Forwarded to COSA 06/08/07 06/08/07 000 "lEA

by certified mail Z 7138 2464 8510 0011 3220

SJ

0031000 Order FSnd_ng Conte_.c And conditional 06/11/07 06/13/07 000 AJC

Relearn

_/ll/2007-Defendanc released on _ccog

SBO

_32000 5inn _'.30/07 0"_,30/._7 000 T_A 3:
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CORRESPONDENCE FILED BY DIANE THOMAS

Num/Seq Dmscription Filed Entered Party ddg Ruling Closed User ZD

..........................................................................................................

0033000 file returned from judge carrion'8 09/21/07 09/21/07 000 TBA DE

chamber, ("no need to respond, hearing

set for 11-15-07.) per letter addressed to judge carrion from

the plaintiff, diane thomas.

0034000 Writ of Habeas Corpus Issued 10/24/07 10/24/07 DEF001 TBA Moot

0035000 Open Court Proceeding 11/15/07 02/05/08 000 . TBA

CASE _ELD ON 11/15/07, JUDGE WILLIAMS, PLT APPEARED, ORDER

FINDING CONTEMPT AND CONDITIONAL RELEASE REVIEW (05/12/08 AT 9AM

F-l)

0036000 ORDER FINDING CONTEMPT AND CONDITIONAL 11/15/07 02/05/08 000 BGW

RELEASE REVIEW

0037000 Writ of Habeas. Corpus Issued 04/21/08 04/25/08 DEF001 TBA Moot

10/24107 KFS

CP

CP

04/21/08

SERVICE

Form Name Issued Response Served Rstuzned Agency

......................................................................................................

PNS Paternity Subpoena 11/20/06 Howard Co%unt 7 Sheriff

PLT001 THOMAS, DIANE

PNS Paternity subpoena

PLT001 THOMAS, DIANE

11/20/06 Howard County Sheriff

T ICKLE

Code Tickle Name Status Expires #Days AutoExpirs GoAhead From Type Num Seq

....................................................................... • .

LSRV 120 Says Lack Of Jur OPEN 03/25/07 126 no no CTEP S 000 000

CASE FOLDER HISTORY

Date Time Type User Location

........................

00/29/07 8:59 AM CheckOut AJC Room 124 Cour_%ouse East

08/29/07 8:58 AM CheckIn Civil Records. Room405 East

0S/30/07 2:16 FM CheckOut TPD

05/30/07 2:15 PN Checkln Room 109 Courthouse

00/05/07 11:24 AM _heckOut AJC Room 124 Courthouse East

Clerk

DE

DE

EY

EY

DE

Reason

plaintiff's letter addressed to the arcs

habeas

per _he request of law clerk. .Kelly..
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Circuit Court for Baltir_T_/;._ C!__.'r.,
PATERHII_._,_ vn

Diane Thomas
Name

6045 Majors Lane vs.
s,.= _,,=., _1 o CJr_- _i

Baltimore MD 21Q45 (_O),_'/_-TE_b-
CRy State Zip Code Area Telephone

Cme
Plalneff

CaseNo.1998C33645

Jeffrey Thomas
Nellie

3225 Lyndale Avenue
StreetAddress kpL !

City _ Zip Code Area Telephone
Code

Defendant

PETITION FOR CONTEMPT

(Failure to Pay Child Support)
(DOMREL2)

, representing myself, state that:I, Diane Thomas
My name

1. I am the [_mother/_fathcr or
CheckOne Re_ttunsh_ (_ emenpl=,aunt,gnmdleher, gwdla_, ete,)

of thefollowingminor child(ren)oradultdisabledchild(ten):

Thierra M. Thomas 11-29-1988 Thiesha M. Thomas 12-12-1990
Name Dateof Blflh Name Dateof Bbth

JeffreyThomas, Sr. 3-23-1993
Name Dateof S_th Name Date of Sb'_

• "rhie[ K, Thomas 4-4-1986
Name Dateof Bldh Nine Dateof Birth

2. On 10-19-1998 the Circuit Court for Baltimore City issued an
Date CRYor County

order in case number 1998C33645

to pay $ 216
Amount

Jeffrey Thomas
Ikme

Order.

,

. orderingJeffrey Thomas

[;/-]weeldy/[_]_biwf_z ,kly/[-]monthly toward the Humsupport ofthe child(ran).
(uneck One)

has notmade childsupportpayments as requiredby the

4. $ approx.$?..5,000 childsupportisdue asof Apn'112,2006
Amount Ottte

5. IL_Jdo/L_{donot want the court to orderjail time to enforce its order.
(CheckOne)

FOR THESE REASONS, I request the Court issue a Show Cause Order, issue an Order of

Contempt for failure to pay child support, order payment3Jf current child support and

IMPORTANT: YOU MUST ATTACH A SHOW CAUSE ORDER TO THIS FORM
(Use Form DOM REL 53)

,':'me+or+5. _\
DR2 - Revised8 Nov2000



Circuit Court for Baltimore City

CityorCount/
Diane Thomas VS.
PlaintiffsName

C_,e No. 1998C33645

Je_n'ay Thomas

SHOW CAUSE ©Z =DE 

(Form to be completed _;y Court)
(DOUR_ 53)

UPON considerationofthe PetitionforContempt _ad the factsassertedinthe Petition,

which are incorporatedby referencehare'm,thisCourt ORDERS the[_Plain_efendant,

,toap-_earin person,inthisCourt forthe

followingproceedings:

PREHEAR_G CONFERENCE tobe held on

a.m./p.m, in Room at

[_ CON'mMPT HEARING tobe held on

a.m./p.m,inRoom at

hearingwillbe held beforea:

at

at

• This

MASTER, pursuant to Maryland Rule 9-208(a)(1)(G)

JUDGE

and to show cause, if any, why the Plaintiff/Defendant should not be granted the relief requested

in the Petition for Contempt, provided that a copy of the Petition for Contempt and this Order

shall be served on the Plain_f/Defendant or his/her attorney of record in the following manner:

pursuant to Maryland

Rule 15-206 on or before the day of __,. Any written answer

shall be filed by the Plaintiff/Defendant on or before the __ day of , __

NOTICE://jail ti_e is requested in the Petitiou_ read the Notice on the
back of the Show Csnse Order.

Serve on:
[_Defe_lant_ Attorney

[--]Plainth_s Attorney

Judge

Uato

Address

**Failure to/_e proof of serv_¢e may result in the dismissal aftra Fc_on. e*

e#If the proposed Show Cause Order and Petition for Contempt n.-z not served by the date indicated above,
the Petitioner must request _nt the Shaw Cause Order be reissue£. Yallure to do so will result [__the

Page 1 of2
DR53. Reas_125 O_ 2004



O

dismissal of the Petition for Contempt.**
NOTICE

(Jail Time Requestedon Petition)
TO THE PERSON ALLEGED TO BE IN CONTEMPT OF COURT:

I. Itisallegedthatyou havedisobeyeda courtorcl_,areincontemptofcourt,and shouldgo to jail

untilyou obey thecourt'sorder.

2. You havetherighttohavea lawyer.Ifyou alreadyhave alawyer,you shouldconsultthelawyezat

once. Ifyou do notnow havea lawyer,pleasenote:

(a) A lawyer can be helpful to you by:
(1) explaining the allegations against yoxg
(2) helping you determine and present any defense to those allegations;

(3) explaining to you the possible outcomes; and
(4) helping you at the hearing.

Co) Even if you do not plan to contest that you are in contempt of court, a lawyer can be helpful.

(c) If you want a lawyer but do not have the money to hire one, the Public Defender may
providealawyerforyou.

To find out if the Public Defender will provide a lawyer for you, you must
contact the Public Defender after any preheating conference or master's hearing
and at least 10 business days before the date of a hearing before a judge.

.

If no preheating oonference or master's hearing is scheduled, you should contact

the Public Defender as soon as poss_le, at least 10 business days before the
date of the hearing before the judge.

• The court clerk will tell you how to contact the Public Defender.

(d) If you want a lawyer but you cannot get one and the Public Defender will not provide one
for you, contact the court clerk as soon as possible.

(e)DO NOT WAIT UNTIL THE DATE OF YOUR COURT I4EAK[NG TO GET A

LAWYER. If you do not have a lawyer before the court hearing date, the judge may find
thatyou have waived your right to a lawyer, and the hearing may be held with you
unrepresented by a lawyer.

IF YOU DO NOT APPEAR FOR A SCHEDULED PHEHEARING CONFERENCE,
MASTER'S HEARING OR COURT HEARING BEFORE THE JUDGE, YOU WILL
BE SUBJECT TO ARREST.

P_e2_2
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RECEIVED

_r',,s _ ° " -;-

Cl_u_ .... '_"
BALTIHO_,E C_cuit Court for Baltimore City

PATERNITY DIVISION =zyorco-_
Diane Thomas
Name

PO Box 2512 vs.

Apt#
MD 21045 ( )

City blare ZipCode Aw,a Telephone

_.._ " CodePlaintiff

Case No. 1998C033645

Jeffrey Thomas
Nee_

3025 Lyndale Avenue

StreetA,.'_,._r_ss AFL#

BaR MD 21213( )
CRy St;= Zip Code Area Telephone

Code
Defendant

(F_lure to Pay Child S=:._por_)
(DO_.qREL2)

, representingmyself, stat¢that:I, Diane Thomas

[-'_ "== r/[_]fa1. I am the mothe thcr or
One

of the following minor child(ren) or adult disabled child(rcn):
Thierm M. Thomas 11-29-1988 Thofsha M. Thomas

Name Dateof Birth Nine

Jeffrey Thomas. Jr. 3-23-1993
Name Dateof Bldh Hlmte

Thiel K. Thomas 4-4-1986
Name Dateof Birth N._xne

Rel=ttunshlp(forc_=:._ _, aunt, gr=_f.Umr, gumdi_, et=.)

12-12-1990
Date of Birth

Dateof Birth

Dateof Birth

2. On 10-19-1998 the Ch'cuit Court for Baltimore City issued an
Date cityerCounty

orderincasenumber 1998C033645 , ordering Jeffrey Thomas
I_.te

to pay $ 216,_, _']wcck]Y_c_Wome_) y/_monr.hly toward the supportof the child(_n).

hasnotmade childsupportpaymentsasrequiredby the3. JeffreyThomas

Name
Order.

4. $ overS25.000 childsupportisdue asof October3,2006
Amount Date

5. I_']do/E_Ionotwant thecourttoorderjailtimetoenforceitsorder.
(CheckOre=)

FOR THESE REASONS, IrequesttheCourtissuea Show CauseOrder,issuean Orderof

Contemptforfailuretopay childsupport,orderpayme_ ofcurrantchildsupportand
arrcarages,and orderany otherappropriate relief. // ..----, _ /

IMPORTANT: YOU MUST AT"TACH A SHOW CA.USE ORDER TO THIS FORM
(Use Form DOM REL 53)

Page1 el 1
DR2 - Rewsed8 Nov 2ffJ0
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Circuit Court for Baltimore City
CityorCounty

Diane Thomas V_.

Plaintiff's Name

Case No. 1998C033645

3effrey Thomas
Defendant'sName

SHOW CAUSE ORDER

(Form to be completed by Court)
(DOMREL53)

UPON consideration of t.he Petition for Contempt and the facts asserted in the Petition,

which are incorporated by reference heroin, this Court ORDERS the[_Plainti_efendant,

3effrey Thomas , to appear in person, in this Court for the

following proceedings:

[_ PREHEARING CONFERENCE to be held on , _ at

a.m./p.m, in Room

[]

at

CONTEMPT HEARING to be held on ,

a.m./p.m, in Room at

hearing will be held before a:

[_ MASTER, pursuant to Maryland Rule 9-208(a)(1)(G)

[_ JUDGE

at

• This

and to show cause, if any, why the Plaintiff/Defendant should not be granted the relief requested

in the Petition for Contempt, provided that a copy of the Petition for Contempt and this Order

shall be served on the Plaintiff/Defendant or his/her attorney of record in the following manner:

pursuant to Maryland

Rule 15-206 on or before the day of , --__. Any written answer

shall be filed by the Plaintiff/Defendant on or before the __ day of , __

NOTICE: If jail time is reqnested in the Petition, read the Notice on the
back of the Show Cause Order.

Juoge

uate
Serve on:

AC|8_gS

J IDefemdant

--]Plaintiff

[_Defendaat'e Attorney

J"_Plaint[ff'e Attorney

**Failure to file proof of service may result in the dismissal of the Petition.**

**If the proposed Show Cause Order and Petition for Contempt are not served by the date indicated above,
the Petitioner must reques t that the Show Cause Order be reissued. Failure to do so will result in the

Page 1 of2
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dismissal of the Petition for ContemptJ'*
NCTICE

(Jail Time Requested on F_tion)
TO THE PERSON ALLEGED TO BE IN CC.N'TEIVIPT OF COURT:

.

.

Itisallegedthatyou havedisobeyedacourtorder,areincontemptofcourt,and shouldgo to jail

untilyou obey thecourt'sorder.

You have the right to have a lawyer. If you already have a lawyer, you should consult the lawyer at
once. If you do not now have a lawyer, please note:

Ca)

Co)

(c)

A lawyercan be helpfultoyou by:

(I) explainingtheallegationsagainstyou;

(2) helping you determine and present any defense to those allegations;
(3) explaining to you the possible outcomes; and

(4) helpingyou atthehearing.

Even ifyou do notplantocontestthatyou areincontemptofcourt,a lawyercan be helpful.

If you want a lawyer but do not have the money to hire one, the Public Defender may
provide a lawyer for you.

To find out if the Public Defender will provide a lawyer for you, you must
contact the Public Defender after any preheating conference or master's hearing

and at least I0 business days before the date of a hearing before a judge.

Ifno preheatingconferenceormaster'shearingisscheduled,you shouldcontact

thePublicDefenderassoonaspossible,atleast10 businessdays beforethe

date of the hearing before the judge.

The court clerk will tell you how to contact the Public Defender.

(d) If you want a lawyer but you cannot get one and the Public I_fender will not provide one
for you, contact the court clerk as soon as possible.

(e) DO NOT WAIT UNTIL THE DATE OF YOUR COURT HEARING TO GET A

LAWYER. If you do not have a lawyer before the com't hearing date, the judge may fred
that you have waived your fight to a lawyer, and the hearing may be held with you
unrepresented by a lawyer.

IF YOU DO NOT APPEAR FOR A SCHED_.ILED P_7-_ARING CONFF_/_NCE,
MASTER'S HEAR_G OR COURT HEARING BEFO.R_ THE JUDGE, YOU WILL
BE SUBJECT TO ARREST.

P_e2o_2
DR53-Reded25Oc12004
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Circuit Court for BaltimoreC,i_
Cl_ or Coun_

CIYI]_-DOM_STIC CASE INFORMATION REPORT

Directions:

Plaintiff: This Information Report must be completed and attached to the complaint filed with the Clerk of

Court unless your case _ exempted from the requirement by the Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals pursuant to

Rule 2-1 II. A copy must be included for each defendant to be served.

Defendant: You mu, w file an Information Report as required by Rule 2 -323(h,).
THIS INFORMATION REPORT CANNOT .BE ACCEPTED AS AN ANSWER OR RESPONSE.

FORM FILED BY: [2] PLAINTIFF

CASE NAME: Diane Thomas

PART Y' S NA ME: Diane Thomas

ADDRESS: PC Box 2512 Columbie MD 21045

[] DEFENDANT CASE NUMBER: _9_t_:u33e45

Jeffrey Thomas
(Clet_ to izzgn)

Defimdam

PHONE: ( )
(z_xm_ v_nel

PAR'I:Y'S ATTORNEY'S NAM E:

ATTORNEY'S ADDRESS:

PHONE: ( )

[_ I am not rnprcsen_'d by an attorney

RELATED CASE PENDING? [] Yes [] No If _'cs.Court and Case #(s), if known:

Special Requirements? rl Interpreter/communication impairment Which language.

Attach Form 1-332 if Accommodation or Interpreter Needed) Which dialect
_ll ADA accommodation:

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION INFORMATION

is this case appropriate for referral to an A DR pro ccss under Md. Rule 17-101? (Check all that apply)
A. Mediation [] Yes [] No C. Settlement Conference [] Yes f_ No

B. Arhitration ["lyes I"INo D. NeutralEvaluatk_n ["lYes ["[No

IS THIS CASE CONTESTED? [] Yes [] No If yes, which issues appear to be mntested?
[] Ground for divorce

[] Child Custody [J Visitation

[] Child Support

[-I Alimony [_ Permanent [] Rehabilitative

[] Use and possession of family home and property

[:JMarital property issues involving:

[_ Valuation of business [] Pensions [] Bank accounts/IRA's [] Real Property
[] Other:

[] Paternity

I?"lAdoptio n/termination o f parental rights

[:] Other:

Request is made for: [] Initial order [] Modification [] Contemp t [] Absolute Divorce r-I Limited Divorce

For non-c ustody/visitation issues, do you intend to req ueet:

[_ Court-appoktted expert (name field)
[] initial conference wiet the Court

For custody/visitation issues, do you intend to request:
[] Mediation by e privat_ mediator

[] Evaluation by mental health professional

[] Other Evaluation

[] Mediation by a Court-sponsored settlement program "

I=_ Other:,

O Appointment of counsel to represent child (not just to

waive psychiaric priviege)

[] A conference with the Court

Is them an a|iepation of nhvsical or sexual abuse of party or child?

Page l of 2

[] Yes [] No

Effective January l, 2003



CASE NAME: Diane Thomas V JeflreyThomas CASE NUM ]3ER: lgg8C033645
(Clalz *o m=xtt

TIME ESTIMATE FOR A M-ERITS HEARING: hourr, days

TIME ESTIMATE FOR HEARING OTHER THAN A MERFrS HEARING: hours ___ days

_N_me

Sulm Addnum

Dmll

Page 2 o f 2 Effective January l, 2003



IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR BALTIMORE CITY, MARYLAND

DIANE THOMAS,

Plaintiff,

VS. Case No. P-98-033645

JEFFREY THOMAS,

Defendant.

/

REPORTER'S OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

(Contempt Hearing)

Baltimore, Maryland

Thursday, February 15, 2005

BEFORE:

HONORABLE AUDREY J.S. CARRION, Associate Judge

APPEARANCES:

For the Plaintiff:

DIANE THOMAS, PRO SE

For the Defendant:

JEFFREY THOMAS, PRO SE

recorded on videotape

Transcribed by:

CHARLES F. MADDEN,

Official Court Reporter

515 Courthouse East

iii North Calvert Street

Baltimore, Maryland 21202
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PROCEEDINGS

(12:20 p.m.)

THE COURT: The Court is calling the

matter of Diana A. Thomas versus Jeffrey Thomas.

This is Case Number 24-P-98-033645.

Good afternoon. Please raise your right

hands and listen to Madam Clerk.

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

Whereupon,

Good afternoon.

Madam Clerk?

Jeffrey Thomas.

DIANE THOMAS and JEFFREY THOMAS,

witnesses produced on call of the Court, having

first been duly sworn, was examined and testified

as follows:

THE CLERK: Lower your hands.

Ma'am, may I have your name and home

address and zipcode, please?

MS. THOMAS: Diane Thomas, 5717 Phelps

Love Drive, Columbia, Maryland, 21045.

THE CLERK:

MR. THOMAS:

Glendale Avenue.

THE CLERK:

MR. THOMAS:

Sir?

Jeffrey Thomas, 3225

Zipcode, sir?

21215.
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THE CLERK:

THE COURT :

Thank you.

This matter comes before the

Court on the petition for contempt, Mrs. Thomas,

that you filed for alleged failure to pay child

support. I'm satisfied that Mrs. Thomas was

before the Court and advised. You still wish to

proceed with this matter?

MS. THOMAS: Yes -- yes, ma'am.

THE COURT: Okay. Mr. Thomas, you were

before the Court on November 15 cf 2006.

MR. THOMAS: Yes, ma'am.

THE COURT: At that time, you were

advised of your rights to counsel by this Court.

Do you remember that,

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

sir?

Yes, ma'am.

What have you done since

November 15 of 2006 to obtain a lawyer to

represent you in this case?

MR. THOMAS: Well, I thought I would have

a representative from the STRIVE program here with

me, because i was in the STRIVE program as

ordered.

THE COURT: What have you done since

November 15 of '06 to get a lawyer to represent

you in this zase?

3
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MR. THOMAS: I don't want to be

represented for -- I thought I would have a

representative here, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Sir, did you go to the Public

Defender's Office on this case?

MR. THOMAS: No, ma'am.

THE COURT: I'm going to show to you the

notification of rights that you filed in this

matter that you signed in this case. Take a

moment to look at that, sir.

MR. THOMAS: Yes, ma'am.

(Pause.)

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

Court advised you of your rights to have an

attorney, a lawyer, represent you in this case --

what have you done since November 15 of '06 to get

a lawyer, an attorney, to represent you in this

case?

MR. THOMAS: I didn't proceed to get a

lawyer under -- I guess I misunderstood that by me

doing the pro -- program, that someone would

represent me, and I didn't need a public defender.

Okay.

Do you remember that, sir?

Yes, ma' am.

What have you done since this
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It was my misunderstanding.

THE COURT:

lawyer, sir?

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

attornies?

MR. THOMAS:

Did you do anything to get a

No, ma'am.

Did you speak to any private

I spoke to the Legal Aid,

and they told me to go to the -- the Public

Defender's Office, but it was toc late then.

THE COURT: Well, when did you go to the

Public Defender's Office?

MR. THOMAS: It was too late for me to go

to the --

THE COURT: When did you speak to Legal

Aid?

MR. THOMAS: I spoke to Legal Aid maybe

about a couple of weeks after my court date.

THE COURT: Well, did ycu get a copy of

this that the judge --

MR. THOMAS: Yes.

yes, ma'am.

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

I have a copy that notice at home.

THE COURT: You do?

I have a copy of that,

-- gave to you? Where is it?

I didn't bring it with me.

5
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MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

Yes, ma'am.

Did you read it?

Yes, ma'am.

Why didn't you go to the

Public Defender's Office?

MR. THOMAS: I guess I misunderstood,

Your Honor. I really misunderstood --

THE COURT: It's very clear.

MR. THOMAS: It's already clear that, you

know,

appointed for you and all.

joining the STRIVE program,

if you don't have a lawyer one will be

But like I said, by me

I thought one of the

guys said -- was in the program would represent me

as a -- I misunderstood. I misunderstood -- it.

was a misunderstanding on my behalf.

THE COURT:

to Legal Aid, --

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

Aid for?

MR. THOMAS:

Well, sir, you said you went

Yes.

-- what did you go to Legal

Well, -- no, it was around

Master Bloom's Job Search program, the guy Mr.

Johnson told me to go to Legal Aid to see if I

could get some help from them.

THE COURT: And then?
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MR. THOMAS: They sent me to the Public

Defender's Office. But when I went to the Public

Defender's Office, it was too late. It was --

THE COURT: Well, when -- when -- you

were in Master Bloom's reporting program before

you came here?

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

Yes, ma'am.

Is that right?

Sure. Yes, ma'am.

Because the Master referred

you here because the Master can't send you to jail

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

court in November --

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

Right.

-- but the _udge can.

But when I came here to

Right.

-- and I was talking to

Mr. Johnson around at Master Bloom's -- job search

program, he referred me to go to Legal Aid.

And when I went to Legal Aid, it was tco

late for me to get a public defender because i

didn't go right to Legal Aid.

THE COURT: Well, Mr. Thomas, you said to

me that you _ct a copy of this notice?

7
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MR. THOMAS: Yes, ma'am, I had -- did

have a copy of that notice. It was

-- it was too late to get a public defendant to

represent me.

THE COURT: It says here to go to the

Public Defender's Office?

MR. THOMAS: Yes.

THE COURT: Did you do any -- any of

that?

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

No, ma'am, I didn't go.

Why not?

Like I said I guess I

thought someone from the STRIVE would represent

me, Your Honor.

THE COURT:

Mr. Thomas.

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

received --

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

That's not credible,

Okay.

It is clear here that you

Yes, it is.

;und you're telling me you

received a notice of your rights to counsel.

MR. THOMAS: Uh-huh.

THE COURT: The judge is telling me that

he advised you of your right to counsel in open

8
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court.

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

Yes.

And you signed for it, and

had a copy of it. I have determined, sir, that

you've waived your rights for ceunsel in this

matter.

(Pause.)

THE COURT: This is going to be a trial.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas, this matter _;ill be re-called

at two o'clock for a trial. Both of you are to be

back here in the courtroom at two o'clock for a

trial. Thank you.

Madam Clerk, here's the file.

Two o'clock.

(The trial was passed at 12:25 p.m. and

resumed at 2:44 p.m. as follows:_

THE COURT: Madam Clerk, the Court is

calling for trial the matter of Diane Thomas

versus Jeffrey Thomas. This is Case Number 24-P-

98-033645.

Mr. Thomas, have a seat, please, right

there at the trial table.

Mrs. Thomas, you are the plaintiff in

this matter. You have brought this petition for

contemp_ to the Court's attention. I know _ha_

9
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you filed it on April 12th of 2006. I am

satisfied that Mr. Thomas was notified of his

rights.

I'm further satisfied that he waived his

right to counsel, and so this matter is proceeding

here today. You may come over to the witness

stand. You can bring with you any documents that

you want over here to the witness stand, ma'am.

THE CLERK: Please remain standing and

raise your right hand, please.

Whereupon,

DIANE THOMAS,

the plaintiff, having first been duly sworn, was

examined and testified as follows:

THE CLERK: Lower your hand, ma'am. May

I have your -- be seated, please. I'm sorry.

May I have your name, your home address,

your zipcode? I need you to move closer to the

microphone so that we -- keep your voice up, you

are being recorded.

THE WITNESS: Okay. Diane Thomas, 5717

Phelps Love Drive, Columbia, Maryland, 21045.

THE CLERK: Thank you, ma'am.

THE COURT: Thank you, ma'am.

Ms. Thomas, this is the trial on your

10
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petition for contempt. And you are _he plaintiff,

you are the party which brings this matter to the

Court's attention. You have the burden of proof,

meaning the burden of showing thaz Mr. Thomas is

in contempt. Do you understand that?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

THE COURT: Okay. Now, everything is

being recorded and videotaped as we proceed here

this afternoon. I want to remind you of that. I

need you to keep your voice loud and clear, and

you need to speak into that microphone that is

front of you. You don't have to zouch the

microphone. Just keep your voice loud and clear

and speak into it. Do you understand this?

MS. THOMAS: Yes.

THE COURT: Okay. I'll hear from ycu

ma'am.

DIRECT TESTIMONY

MS. THOMAS: This child support case was

opened up in about 1998. I guess my husband -- we

separated in 1997. And since that time my husband

has not willfully or voluntarily paid child

support on a consistent basis.

There's been a lot of breakage in his

paymen'_s. He has never ever, nc _. cne time,

II
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voluntarily taken a payment down to the Office of

Child Support or mailed a payment himself to me or

to the Office of Child Support. He's never made a

payment without ever having it to be court

ordered.

I think the very last child support

payment that I received was probably in December,

December 6th of 2006. And the last child support

payment that I received before that I think was in

probably in maybe March or April. I don't

remember the exact time but that's the

inconsistency in which he has been paying the

child support.

And my husband has been employed.

However, he has not been employed to the extent

that taxes are -- that he's paying taxes or that

taxes are being taken out of his pay. He

basically seeks employment whereby what some

people call getting paid under the table. And

that's the type of employment that he has been

doing.

One place -- I don't know the place but,

someplace where his brother works -- and I think

that was the case last year where he worked with

his brother -- his brother received the pay and it

12
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was employed by this company which I don't know

the name of, and his brother paid him out of his

pocket.

But, you know, it kept him kind of

employed, and it kept some money in his pocket.

And it would have allowed him to make the child

support payments on his own if he choose to do so,

which he didn't.

My husband also chooses not to file an

income tax. The last time he filed an income tax,

I think, was probably in 2C04, fcr the taxable

year 2005, which he had been employed and should

have filed an income tax, he did not.

cannot prove this, what I'm about to

say, but I did report it to the Feleral and the

Staue goverr_ent as well as I informed Master

Bloom of this what I thought or uhis information

that I received for the taxable yaar of 2005.

My husband -- in 2006 my husband made a

phone call to me in January, 2006, and he told me,

he said, "Diane, I'm at the Jackson Hewitt place,

I'm having my income taxes filed." He said, _I

have one of the children's social security number,

I need the cther two. You may a_ well give it to

me because y_u're going _o ge_ them anyway."

13
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And so I did give it to them, I did. And

I awaited weeks and months for the taxes to come

to me, and it never did. And I received a

telephone call from someone -- and I don't -- I

don't want to say who it was, but this person told

me that my husband did not file an income tax, but

rather what he did was he gave my children's

social security number to one of his friends and

allowed them to claim my children as their

dependents.

And when they received their income taxes

he was paid. Now, he told my children this

taxable year, 2006, "Guys, I got my income taxes.

You guys can come over and get some money." My

son, who's 20-years old now, he gave him _50 after

I drove them to get the money.

My son's who's -- who's 20-years old now,

he gave him $50. My now, 16-year old daughter, he

gave her _i00. And my son who's 13 now, and my

daughter, who's 18 now, he gave them _40 apiece,

and he was not employed at the time. I don't

think he was employed at the time. I don't

remember but he told them he received his income

tax money.

And so if he did file an income tax, and
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if he did receive income tax monies, I didn't

receive it. And I know the State did not receive

it because I try to stay abreast of it as much as

I can to find out.

And so I filed -- I believe that my

husband is in contempt of court because this has

proven to be a pattern of his. i mean he has

basically made it very plain and clear to me that

he does want to pay child support.

He feels like he should not have to pay

child support because he does not want to take

care of me, and obviously he does not realize that

$50 per week, per child, does not take care of a

child at all, doesn't even buy a pair of shoes.

So he's not taking care of me, and he

doesn't realize that. But he -- this -- this has

been a pattern of his willingness to pay child

support ever since the case was opened in 1998.

And as I've said, he does never ever voluntarily

pay anything to the Office of Child Support or to

me.

My husband thinks that he can manipulate

and deceive the court order, the system, Your

Honor, myself, our children because he thinks he

knows -- or he does know _hat because there is a

15
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process, and the process with the State takes

time, -- I assure you he has a job today. I don't

think he had one last month or two months ago, but

I assure you he has one today.

And he did not have a job when we stood

before Master Bloom because he knew that it was

not trial. He knew that. And he thought that he

would have an opportunity to go get a job, Mr.

Thomas, and come back again. It's been going on

and on and on ever since 1998.

THE COURT: Anything else you want to

tell me with respect to your petition?

THE WITNESS: No.

THE COURT: Please remain right there.

Mr. Thomas, do you have any questions for

Mrs. Thomas?

MR. THOMAS: Yes, ma'am. Uh-huh.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. THOMAS:

Q. As far as income taxes, I have proof, I

have my documentation of proof that I did not file

stand,

THE COURT :

sir.

MR. THOMAS:

One moment, sir. Please

Yes, ma'am.

16
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THE COURT: It's an opportuniEy for you

to ask questions. You're about tc testify.

You're going to be given an opportunity to testify

if you choose to do so. That's nct where we are

right now.

MR. THOMAS: Okay.

THE COURT: Do you have any questions for

Mrs. Thomas? I'm going to give you an opportunity

to do that. If you don't have any questions,

that's fine as well.

MR. THOMAS: I don't have any questicns

for Mrs. Thomas.

THE COURT: Sir?

MR. THOMAS: No, ma'am, Z don't have any

table.

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

You don't have any questions?

No, ma'am.

Okay.

Ma'am, please come back to the trial

(The witness was excused.)

THE COURT: Now, I want to advise both

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas that the representative of the

Office of Child Support Enforcement is here,

Ms. Boswell. She is able to testify on behalf of

17
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either one of you.

DO -- Mrs. Thomas, do you wish to call

the representative of the Office of Child Support

Enforcement?

MS. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

Yes, ma'am.

Okay.

Ma'am, please come forward.

THE COURT: Please remain standing and

listen to Madam Clerk.

THE CLERK: Raise your right hand,

please.

Whereupon,

MYRA BOSWELL,

a witness produced on call of the plaintiff,

having first been duly sworn, was examined and

testified as follows:

THE CLERK: Be seated, please. May I

have your name and assignment?

THE WITNESS: Myra Wortham Boswell,

Baltimore City Office of Child Support, operated

by policy study, Court Specialist.

THE COURT: Mrs. Thomas, do you have any

questions you want to ask Ms. Boswell?

MS. THOMAS: Yes, ma'am.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

18
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BY MS. THOMAS:

Q. Ms. Boswell, do you have zhe total amount

that my husband owes in child support, the amount

broken down that he owes me, and the amount that

he owes the State?

A. Yes,

is $33,627.61.

Do you have tha_?

I do. That amount that is due you

The amount that's due the

Department of Social Services is _24,264.60.

Q. And do you show the last payment that was

sent to the Office of Child Support for -- on the

behalf of my children?

•A. Yes. The last payment that came into the

Office of Child Support was December the 4th,

2006, in the amount of _I, C80.

Q. And was the one before that one?

A. August the 19th, 2006, _he amount _540.

Q. What year do you show that the State of

Maryland received payments due tc the income taxes

being garnished?

A. Payment to the State of Maryland from

state taxes withheld was January the 29th, 2004,

in the amount of $203.20.

Q. And what payment -- what last payment do

you show -- or wha_ year do you show a last

payment of child support payments being paid _o me

19
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from income tax garnishment?

A. The year was 2003, Jan -- I mean, excuse

me -- June the 20th, 2003, the amount $551. It

was -- this is a combined amounts. It's rolling

down into two, so I'm going to give them both to

yOU.

Q.

A.

Okay.

The first amount is $551, the second

amount is _i,758.65.

Q. I have one last question for you. Is it

at all possible that my husband could have filed

an income tax and -- with the amount of money that

he still owes, and that it not have been

intercepted by the State of Maryland Office of

Child Support? Is it possible that that could

have happened?

A. Yes.

Q. How?

A. Sometimes people will use a different

social securioty number that will not -- the system

will not pick that up. Or either their name is

misspelled some kind of way, the system will not

pick that up.

Q. Okay. But if he used his correct social

security number and the correct spelling, and if

20
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he legitimately and honestly file_ an income

taxes, is there something that.flares up with the

State and Federal government that shows that these

monies should not go back to the person who

actually filed it, but should go to the State?

Or is there something that flares up on a State

and Federal government's computer once the tax is

-- is turned into them if the person legitimately

and honestly files the taxes?

A. Generally, yes.

Q. Okay. Thank you.

THE COURT: Mr. Thomas, do you have any

questions for Ms. Boswell?

MR. THOMAS: No, Ms. Boswell, I have nc

questions.

THE COURT: Thank you.

(The witness was excused.)

THE COURT: Mrs. Thomas, please stand,

ma'am.

MS. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

have a sean.

Is that your case?

witnesses, anything else?

No.

Okay.

Dc you have any other

Thank you. You may

Mr. Thomas, please sta._.d, sir.
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MR. THOMAS: Yes, ma'am.

THE COURT: You have a right to testify

if you wish to. That means come to the witness

stand and tell me what your side of the story is.

You don't have to do that if you don't want to

because you an absolute right to remain silent.

If you remain silent, the Court won't

hold that against you or determine that you are in

contempt simply because you remained silent. You

understand that?

MR. THOMAS: Yes, ma'am.

THE COURT: In' addition, note that if you

do testify, then not only can Ms. Thomas ask you

questions, but the Court can ask you questions.

MR. THOMAS: Okay.

THE COURT: Do you understand that as

well?

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

Yes, ma'am.

What do you wish to do, sir?

I would like to testify.

Please come forward to the

witness stand. You can bring any documents that

you have with you.

THE CLERK: All right, sir, you're still

under oath. Would you be seated, please.
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THE WITNESS:

THE CLERK:

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

Sure.

Please give me your name?

My name is Jeffrey Thomas.

Sir, I'll hear from you.

DIRECT TESTIMONY

MR. THOMAS: Okay. First of all, Your

Honor, I never in a million have given anybody my

income taxes to file anything. That's absurd. I

-- that just never have been done. And second

more, as far as the type of work that I does,

sheet metal, in seasons it varies. I might get

laid off, or a job might not have enough

employment to where I have to work a whole year.

Okay?

Now, as long as I work, I pay my child

support. I'm not trying to manipulate the Courts

or not pay child support, and I take care of her.

It's always been about my kids. It ain't about me

and her. It's always been about my kids.

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

Mr. Thomas?

Yes, ma'am?

I do want to continue hearing

you, but you are aware that I have your file here?

MR. THOMAS: Yes, ma'am.

THE COURT: You are aware that I am -- i
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know that in 2005 you were found in contempt?

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

Master Bloom --

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

that?

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

Yes, ma'am.

You are aware of that?

Yes, ma'am.

And I have the reports from

Right.

--as well. You are aware of

Right.

Okay.

Okay. Now, in 2005 Master

Bloom gave me opportunity to be in his job search

program. But guess what I did? Okay. I got .

employed to T and T Sheet Metal, got laid off from

there -- well, not laid off. I got terminated

because I didn't want to go through the process of

having the pay cut and hours cut back, and just

wouldn't have been enough to pay my child support.

So I received another employment as of 2-

12-07. I've been employed for 3-C's Construction

Company as a laborer.

It's -- it's not about me not waiting to

pay child support.

support whatsoever.

I have no problem paying child

It's not about that. It's
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not about me manipulating the courts or me giving

somebody my income taxes to file.

I -- I never worked for my brother maybe

for a few days out of a week. AP.d he never paid

out of his pocket or anything like _hat. It don't

even happen like that.

The money I did make on the side -- I

did, I called my kids and told them I have a few

dollars. I give you all -- what [ should have did

was to send it to Child Support instead of giving

it directly to the kids. But I didn't, i gave it

to the kids. And it wasn't about me working under

the table or anything.

way.

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

It never happened that

Any else, sir?

No, ma'am.

Okay.

Ms. Thomas, do you have any questions?

MS. THOMAS: Yes.

CROS S- EXAM INAT i ON

BY MS. THOMAS:

Q. What -- what season is it that sheet

metal mechanic work is mostly slow?

A. November through March.

Q. When is it?
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Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Q.

A.

MS. THOMAS:

questions for him.

THE COURT :

Mr. Thomas?

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT :

verifying that?

MR. THOMAS :

November through March.

Are you employed now?

Yes.

Is it sheet metal?

No.

It's not sheet metal?

No, it isn't.

That's all I have for you.

Okay.

THE COURT: What -- what was that ma'am?

I don't have any more

Where are you employed,

3-C's Construction Company.

Where's the documentation

Right here, ma'am.

enough?

THE COURT: You have that there?

MR. THOMAS Yes, ma'am.

THE COURT Deputy, would you be kind

(Pause.)

THE COURT:

Mrs. Thomas,

Yes, please show it.

take a moment to look at
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this document.

(Pause.)

THE COURT: Madam Clerk, we're going to

mark that as Defendant's Exhibit Number i.

Any objection to it being admitted into

evidence, sir?

MR. THOMAS: No, ma'am.

THE COURT: Ma'am?

MS. THOMAS: No.

THE COURT: It is admitted as Defendant's

I .

(Pause.)

THE COURT:

employment?

MR. THOMAS:

Monday.

(Pause.)

THE COURT:

doing here?

MR. THOMAS:

(Defense's Exhibit Number

I, previously marked for

identifination, was

received in evidence.)

When did you begin your

I begin my employment as of

What type of work are you

Constructisn labor, i'm a

laborer. I Ic whatever i have t2 be done;
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cleaning, helping the mason, the guys who lay the

bricks, mixing cement, whatever, whatever they

need me to do. But I'm a sheet metal mechanic.

this?

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

March to August.

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

What were you doing prior to

Sheet metal.

Where were you working?

T and T Manufacturers.

For how long?

I worked there from maybe

March of what year?

Of 2006.

To August of 2006?

Yes, ma'am.

Why didn't you make payments

on your child support then?

paycheck.

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

testimony?

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

It was taken right out of my

Did you hear Ms. Boswell's

were taken directly out of my paycheck.

28
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You did?

Through 2006 my payments

I have my
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THE COURT:

testimony?

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

case, sir?

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

want to say?

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

MR. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

Did you hear Ms. Boswell's

Yes, As far as?

As far as the arrears in this

Yes, ma'am.

Is there anything else you

high, I don't know why it's so high.

worked, i always worked.

Anything else?

No, ma' am.

All right.

you have any questions for Mr. Thomas?

As far as my arrears is so

I always

MS. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

back to the table.

Mrs. Thomas, do

No, Your Honor.

Thank you, sir. Please come

' '*h toIs there anything else you wl_.: _ell me

29

MR. THOMAS: No, ma'am.

THE COURT: Mrs. Thomas, please stand,

ma'am.

(The witness was excused.)

THE COURT: Mr. Thomas, do you have any

other witnesses on your behalf?
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before we make the decision as to whether you've

shown the Court that Mr. Thomas is in contempt?

You don't have to say anything if you

don't want to.

MS. THOMAS: Yes. I'd just like to

lastly say that the reason that, you know, I am

here today is to represent my children. It is not

because of any selfish gain or selfish motive

whatsoever. I rather not deal with it.

THE COURT: Anything else?

MS. THOMAS: I am presently on medication

right now. I suffer with severe depression. And

I would just like to let the Court know even

though I did file for contempt of Court -- not

today but -- because I did file for this. And it

is my husband's duty to help me financially

support our children.

I do everything else, everything,

everything. And all he has to do is pay a little

bit of money. But howe_er this Court date goes

today my children hold me I00 percent and solely

responsible.

THE COURT: Thank you.

Mr. Thomas, anything else before I decide

whether Ms. Thomas has shown or not shown that

3O
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you're in contempt?

MR. THOMAS: Yes, Your Honor. I would to

just say it's always been about my kids. And it's

not no one trying to get around paying child

support. Ain't no getting away around paying

child support. I never switch social security

number, I never gave no one documentation for my

income tax to file my taxes, or any of that.

Never. Okay?

That's all I have to say.

THE COURT: I've had an opportunity to

consider the testimony of Mrs. Thomas, Mr. Thomas,

as well as the testimony of Ms. Boswell. I've

also had an opportunity to access the credibility

and demeanor.

I am satisfied by clear and convincing

evidence that Mrs. Thomas has shown to this Court

that Mr. Thomas is in contempt of the Court's

order by failing to pay child support as ordered

by this Court.

I am satisfied that Mr. Thomas has had no

physical or mental disability that impeded him

from being employed and paying child support

consistently in this case.

I find as a finding o = fazt, that the
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arrears in this case are _57,892.21.

Mrs. Thomas, I am -- and Mr. Thomas, I am

going to proceed to sentencing here today.

Is there anything else Mrs. Thomas, that

you would tell the Court?

MS. THOMAS:

THE COURT:

to be heard --

NO.

Mr. Thomas, you have a right

And Madam Clerk, here's the file.

-- in allocution before I decide what

sentence to impose in your case. You don't have

to say anything if you don't want to. But if you

wish to be heard now is the time.

MR. THOMAS:

Honor.

THE COURT:

MR.'THOMAS:

THE COURT:

I have nothing to say, Your

Sir?

I have nothing to say.

I've had an opportunity to

consider the status of this matter. I'm not

satisfied, Mr. Thomas, that you have been

creditable in your responses to the Court.

I am satisfied that Mrs. Thomas has shown

to the Court that you've had the ability to pay

and you simply have not done so.

The sentence of the Court is two years'
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incarceration. The purge amount is _3,000 cash

only. And by that I mean that ycu pay _he first

amount, you will be released.

You have 30 days to appeal this decision,

10 days to ask for your file, 90 days to ask for

modification of the sentence.

If you wish to do any of _hat, you must

do it in writing and file with the Clerk of the

Court.

Madam Clerk, the review date will be June

llth, 2007.

And Mr. Thomas is to sign a summons just

in case he makes the purge.

THE CLERK: The review !ay is 6-11-077

THE COURT: 6-11-07.

Mrs. Thomas is to sign a summons for that

day. Mr. Thomas is to sign a summons just in case

he makes the purge.

Understand that, sir?

MR. THOMAS:

understand.

THE COURT:

No, ma' am. I didn't

The purge amount is $3,000.

You pay the purge amount --

MR. THOMAS: So if I paid _3,000 --

THE ZOURT: You'll get _u_ of jail. _f
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you pay the _3,000, you'll get out of jail.

Thank you.

MR. THOMAS: Thank you.

MS. THOMAS: Thank you, Your Honor.

(The trial concluded at 3:12 p.m.
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matter of Diane Thomas versus Jeffrey Thomas, Case
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3Cs
No.: L-200C101]-9/1.989

To:

From:

Re:

.,
Date:

Whom It May Concern

Jeffrey Thomas

Employment

February 12, 2007

As of February 12, 2007, Jeffrey Thomas is an employee of 3 C's
Construction & Remodeling Company. His salary is $9.00 an hour in the

form of_ _h_C ]_,

If there are any questions or concerns please contact Carlos Lewis at
(443) 992-8088.

Sincerely,

Carlos Lewis

_. 55
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DIANE A. THOMAS

Plaintiff

V.

IN THE

CIRCUIT COURT

FOR

JEFFREY THOMAS

Defendant

BALTIMORE CITY

Case No.: 24-P-98-033645

BCOCSE CSES# 70054219

ORDER FIN_D]I2qG CO/'qTEM/PT AND OkRI)ERk2\'G INCARC]ERA']['ION

The above-captioned matter having come for a hearing on F..ebruary 15, 2007 on the

issue of Contempt, it is by the CIRCUIT COURT FOR BALTIMORE CITY; hereby

ORDERED, that the Defendant was found in contempt on 02/15/2007 for failure

to pay court ordered child support; and it is further,

ORDERED that Defendant is in arrears $57,892.21 as of 2/15/07; and it is further

ORDERED, that the Defendant is committed to the Division of Correction for a

period of _ years, provided that the Defendant may purge himself by making a lump

sum payment of $3 000 to the Baltimore City Office of Child Support Enforcement, and

shall be released upon m -aking such payment; and it is further

ORDERED, that this matter shall come for review on 6/11/07 at 9:00 a.m. in

courtroom F-1.

All payments shall be made to the Baltimore City Office of Child Support

Enforcement, One North Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21201, to be applied to

CSES account number 70054219.
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All Subjectto furtherOrder of Court.

Q

2/15/07

DATE ./_/_DGE A_ J."ST_ARRION
/-" 24-P-98-033645

CC" Ms. Diane Thomas

5717 Phelps luck Road

Columbia, Maryland 21045

Deliver via U.S. Mail

Mr. Jeffrey Thomas

Baltimore City Office of Child Support Enforcement

Served in open Court
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STATE OF MARYLAND

vs.

Tek-pbe_ • I

"q_'---..-__, .- ,.,-_zI ._ '

Tracking No. I I

_ase/Cou_/I
OffenseNo.[

Sentence [

_[ PAROLE ELIGIBILITY RESTRICTIONS

I(. !,'.!_,__,. _ _ -./ I • i

COI_JT_ENT [_ECORL_

TO: _Commissioncr of Correction [-] Warden/Sheriff of [ ' J flail/Detention Center

YOU tARE DIRECTED to receive the ahov_e..na__!, who has"been sentenced and is hereby committe_l to your

custody by JUDGE I :_'_": "_'_"_"_'_]_--__ " " __J The De,e..udamhas been :fo_d g'm.]ty as m:
o

OffenseNo.IMa-NTC_l_O_q:'_ _ . , ,. _ _ . ._

" - - t , , '_on_.__t wlth Consecuuve tOlso,_.= I .--?,_::i,,_:, / IC_/Co--,/Of_e_eNo. -.. }
E_ PAROLE ]_L.1GIBILITY R._TRIC'_0NS - _. _ See. [" (PR??E D_TAILS IN ADDITIONAl.. SENTENCING LNFORMATION)

.

ICo_:_= _,it_ Cons_t_vetoICase/Count/Offense number [

-_ [ is/are suspend_ andthee Defen-_t is placed on_"_afion for a period of

. . *

All but_

........ I ingcommc_ upon:

1 Release of Defendant fi'om phymcal mcarceaal_on. _..'-_
2. _ Release of Defendant from parole, or mandatory sup_-_r

SPLIT
SENTENCE

CHECK ONE:

The total time to bc servedis l ,--_ (,_¢/'//7,/'_........ ¢/ I

_ j. __._, toru_
A._-concurrent with any other outstanding or unserved scntcn

SELECT
ONLY B. E_ consecutive to the last sentence to expire of all outstanding

ONE C. C_ consecutiveto the sentenceimposed inCase No. (

, Art. 41, See 4.-612.

•-1._'-:,_,

i

-e

The Defendant has been awarded _ days credit for lime served prior to and not including date of service (Criminal Procedure
Article, § 6-218). "-""

I oN,.
As d_fmegl in Criminal Proc_um Article § 11-701, and subject to requirements of §§ 11-701 to 11-721 Defe_adant to be registered as a:

[] CHILD S]_[UAL OFFENDER .'_ OFFEaVDF_.R, [] S1_7[UALLY WOLF_.NT OFF.ENDF_ and/or /

$ courtcosts(s)have bee,_vaived due to indigenc_ =.% /_:_. _,_/- _/_ A, _ ,,.,,..a. _/Lo-:"_'_._..

[] Commitment is for execution of previously suspended sentence after D_fendam was found in violation of p_b.ation..

[] Senmncing modification. This Commitment s,,petsed_s com_drmem issued on: l

- ==T->= []A__.T]TACHMENTSHERETO INCLUDE Additional Se Order For Probation Conditions of parole

_ IOrder For Reimbursement of Public Defender [] .Other:. J

[] Victim Notification Request [ .......

TRULY taken from the record ofthis CourL _:. __ Appeal Bond set at [$
WITNESS my Hand and the Seal of said Court this da :

1 _:;,I_T_-"E;-L_'E'_lt'/_




